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County Jail Gets High Rating
From Consultant's Inspection
County Judge Robert 0. Miller
is receipt of a report from John
R. Adams, Jail Consultant, after
a recent visit to the Calloway
County Jail by Mr. Adams.
Since the Calloway County Jail
is one of the newest jails in the
Purchase Area, Mr. Adams'
report on the local jail will be of
interest to the people of the city
and county.
A part of Mr.
Adams'report is as follows as he
made it to Judge Miller.

101 Per Copy

Vol LXXXXII No 274

Taxpayers Asked
For $865 Million
For State Schools

"A visit was made to the
Calloway County Jail at Murray,
Kentucky on July 27, 1971. At the
time of this visit there were five
adult males, no females and no
juveniles confined at this jail.
"The Calloway County Jail at

refrigerators, deep freeze,
washing vats and ample stoves to
do the cooking for this jail. It also
has conditioned air throughout.
"Here at this jail women and
juveniles are kept in a separae
the beginning of a statewide
compartment and also separate
BY ROBERT P. DALTON
kindergarten program in 1974.
from each other. They also have
The requests amount to about
FRANKFORT,XY. (UPI) —
lock-up cells with a capacity of
eight. The rest are in a bull pen
Kentucky taxpayers will be $220 million more than education
asked to fork over $885 million agencies received during the last
type confinement with a table in
this area for eating and
over the next two years to pay for two years.
The elementary and secondary
recreation.
schools.
"They also have here a cage
The figure is the state education budget request of the
appropriation Bought for primary state education department was
with four cells as look-uey and
1drunk tank.
and secondary schools and the unveiled Friday at a meeting of
All money and
eight state-supported colleges the
Interim
Legislative
personal property are taken from
Education Committee.
and universities.
prisoners when they are accepted
The
at the jail and kept in a secure
The
State Department of committee took no action on the
Jailer Hue)
Jones
Education is seeking a total of proposed amounts of state applace and marked for each
AG ALUMNUS AWARD—Charles M. Moon (left), Hickman County cattle and hog farmer,
holds
prisoner
million in new money for' propriations.
$120
as
to
the
property
and
the plaque presented to him by the Murray State University Agriculture Alumni Club
Murray, Kentucky is two blocks
as the OutThe record budget requests
expansion of special and
from the courthouse. It is three money they had when they were standing Agriculture Alumnus of the Year. Also shown is Charles Magness of May-field,
club
vocational education anf an 18 from both sections of education in
years old. The jail has a capacity received at the jail.
president, who made the annual presentation at the Homecoming Eve dinner. A 1949 graduate
of
per cent teacher pay raise over the state create two definite
of twenty-eight. This being two (Continued on Page Eight)
Murray State, Moon operates a farm of approximately 400 acres and raises purebred
Angus cattle
problems:
the two years.
and swine. A Graves County natiiie, he is the seventh alumnus to receive the honor since
Fellow says "only fools are cells and two dormitories. The
the award
—Gov.-elect Wendell H Ford
The colleges and universities
positive" We said "are you condition of the building is exoriginated in 1965.
Photo by R. D. Kirkland )
said he wants to remove the 5
has
asking
are
million
$329
over
the
sure?" He says "I'm positive". cellent. The plurnbling is good.
two years and primary and per cent sales tax on groceries
The cells are good. The locking
secondary education is asking for which would cause an estimated
Tree trimming going on in the devices are real good. The kita total of $536 million including $48 million in lost tax money But
chen
is excellent. The heat is
court house yard. They have a
The Kirksey Baptist Church
education is asking four times
gadget they feed the limbs into natural gas from a central fur- will have a churchwide book
that amount in new money alone
nace.
The
lighting
is
good. Mr. study on Wednesday,
and it chews them up into chips.
—The state is expected to have
November
Huel
C.
Jones is the jailer here in
This way the truck can carry a lot
24, at seven p.m. at the regular
about $102 million to $115
only
Calloway County.
more tree limbs.
Wednesday prayer services.
million in "new money"
"Here in Calloway County, the
By DAVID HILL
A sligh discussion among the plosion which netted them
"New Drums Over Africa" is
generated by the 8 to 9 per cent
There are twenty primaries set jail is operated by the jailer, one the book being studied by the
The Kirksey Parent-Teacher growth in the tax base over the
And the clock struck twelve, officials ended in allowing fourteen straight points and a
for 1972 for presidential deputy and his wife who is sworn various churches in the Southern and it was all over but the cryin'. Carlisle's Frizzell to attempt
on a near win from a startled Carlisle Association will meet Tuesday, next two years. But education
preferences. Nineteen states and in as a deputy.
November 23, at 1:45 p.m. in the alone is asking nearly twice that
Coach Jerry Conley's Lakers bonus situation from the free team.
Baptist Convention prior to the
the District of Columbia. In case "The jail and the jailer's living special programs in observance made a valiant comeback at- throw line. He sank both
school cafeteria.
amount.
The
quint
host
evened
their
tries
Max Hurt, a member of the
you want to keep up with the quarters here in Calloway of the Week of Prayer for Foreign tempt but old man time got the after time had run out.
The budget requests of all of
record at 1-1 after winning their
primaries over the nation, here County, are built all as one unit. Missions.
best of them as they dropped
Calloway held the fiery Comets opener with Sedalia last week. Kirksey PTA,will be the speaker. the state agencies will go to the
The
kitchen
which
is located in
they are: the first date is the date
Rev. David Brasher, pester of their home-opener to the to a even battle in the first stanza. Statistics matched the two Mrs. Charlie Harrison will give new Governor for his conof the primary and the date in the jailer's living quarters is the church, will be in charge of defending Regional Champion The score was tied three times teams fairly evenly. Carlisle
sideration in making a budget for
had the devotion.
parentheses is the filing deadline excellent. The kitchen is well the study. A special film will
Carlisle County Comets last night during the opening round. a slight edge in rebounding, Hostesses for the social hour the next two years.
The
be
arranged.
It
is
large
enough and shown in connection
in that state.
Carlisle moved ahead to stay late grabbing 48 off the boards to the will be the sixth grade mothers, executive budget will then go to
with the 90-81.
equipped
with
cabinets, book.
The Lakers pulled to within in the period and came out with a Lakers' 42. The two teams Mrs. M.B. Rogers and Mrs. the Legislature for its conMar. 7 — Now Hampshire (Fib 31
seven points with 1:19 left to play, five point lead at the end.
sideration.
matched up exactly from the Danny Darnell, teachers.
Mar. 14 — Florids Feb 10)
Mrs. Rudy Lovett, president, Deputy Superintendent of
Mar. 21 — Minors larn
after trailing the entire game- The Comets were still not out of field, both hitting 38 per cent of
Apr. 4 — Wisconsin (Mar 7)
urges all parents and interested
Several times during the third
reach at halftime. They held as their shots. Calloway hit 47 per
Apr. 11 — Rhode Island (Jan. 31)
(Continued on Page Eight)
persons to attend.
quarter the Comets had the home
cent
,their
;
gratis
shots,
while,
he
Apr. 25 - massachusens (Feb. 29)
much as a fourteen point margin
team down by more than twenty
Aar. 35— Porinayfwanits Web. 161
ripped
4es
s•
per
the
56
of
cent
,
during the second round of acMay 2— District of Col (Mar. 18)
points.
ty throws
tion, but the home five whittled it their
May 2 — Indians (Mar. 23/
scrappy
The
Laker
squad,
with
By
MIKE
FE1NSILBER
Greg Howard sizzled the nets
to ten by intermission.
May 2 — Ohio (Feb. 21
But
a
condition
for
the
vote
one
only
game
under
their
belt,
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
May 2 — North Carolina (Feb. 21)
for 22 points to lead the Litters
was made by the Republicans was not about to give up.
May 4 — Tennessee (Mar 9)
Trailing Carlisle really broke it open David Wyatt matched him with
Senate has agreed to vote
who asked that consideration be 73-54 at the start of the
during
May 9— Nebraska (Mar 10)
the
third
period,
running
Monday on a plan to finance
final
May 9- West Voriproa Feb. 5)
given to a proposal by Sen. period, the Lakers started their their lead up over the twenty 16 and Johnnie Stockdale added
A young and inexperienced and Taylor is
presidential election campaigns
a junior who was
nine markers.
May 16- Maryland (Mar 24)
Murray State varsity basketball selected sophomore
PAIN 23- Oregon (Mut 14)
through tax dollars —a vote Charles McMathias, R-Md., drive with four minutes left to point mark and keeping it there
of the year in
The
Lakers
trek
to
South
that taxpayers be able to play. They
Air* 6— Gene ore (Kir 24)
during
squad
most
of
will
the
informally
period.
Their
open its the Ohio Valley Conference last
scored
fourteen
which Democrats believe could
Marshall next Tuesday for their
Juno 6 — New Jersey {AP, 271
designate which party would straight points,
lead
stood
season
at 19 at the beginning
Monday night with the season.
while holding the
determine the outcome of next
third game of the season.
June 6 — New Mexico (Am. 7)
receive the funds.
annual freshman-varsity game. Expected to
Comets scoreless to close the gap of the fourth quarter and
June 6 — South Dakota (Aix. 22)
year's race for the White
start with these
SCORING
"You can sell it to the of ten, 86-76.
everyone had about given up
The varsity squad has been hit three are
House.
6-8 Marcelous Starks,
Calloway(81)—Wells, 7,
Indians —but you can't sell it to
hope.
by
a
rash
of
injuries, and with the the leading rebounder on last
The Comets called time out and
The new conservation theme is After 12 hours of debate, the
Ferguson, 3, Duncan, 6, Wyatt,
Pastore!" shouted fiery Sen. went to a stall in a
desperate Not the Lakers, though. They 16, Stockdale, 9, Howard, 22, dismissal of 7-0 Will Lutter from year's undefeated freshman
built around Woodsy Owl and is outnumbered
Republicans John 0. Pastore,
D-R.I., when effort to salvage the win. They
the brain child of the U. S. Forest agreed late Friday night to
cruised along for the first few Sbelton, 8, Thompson, 6, Scar- the squad last week, the varsity team, and Steve Brown, a 6-5
they first offered the deal at scored one more basket
roster has been trimmed to 8 able junior who
before minutes as though they had a five borough, 4.
Service. Woodsy Owl is the new permit the issue to come to a
saw limited action last
the end of a long day's the Lakers scored their last five
bodied players. Presently out of season.
symbol for the battle against vote.
point lead. James Wells came in
90)—Dunca
Carlisle(
n,
29,
wrangling.
points of the evening; A field goal midway in the period with four Edwards, 3, Frizzell, 24, Denton, action with injuries are two Coach Cal Luther expects this
pollution of the nation's
Sen. Russell B. Long, 0-La., by Johnny Stockdale, a free louts, and the Lakers were on the 2, Thomason, 13, Martin, 7, G. sophomore prospects, 6-4 Steve year's Racer squad to be quicker
woodlands. Here's Woodsy Owl
bolted from his seat, ran to throw by David Wyatt, and a field move. They let go with both Yates, 2, Palivick, 2_ Nichols, 6, Bowers, who had recent knee than those of the past few
surgery and may miss the entire seasons.
Pastore and in an animated goal by James Wells.
barrels in a run-and-shoot ex- Woods, 2.
"I am expecting Taylor,
season, and 5-9 Steve Barrett, Williams,
conversation convinced him to
and Mancini to carry
who
has
missed the last week of the load offensively,
take the Republican offer.
and I am
practice with a severe ankle confident
Throughout the day, the
that if Marcelous
sprain.
Republicans had stalled a vote
Starks continues to improve, he
The varsity squad will be led by can develop
by forcing votes on amendment
into one of the best
Dr. Donald E. Jones, dean of after amendment to the pas_
tri-captains, Ron Williams, Bill centers in the
conference.
the Graduate School at Murray tore plan. All
Mancini, and Les Taylor.
but one were
"Our pre-season practice has
State University, has been in- defeated.
Williams and Mancini are seniors been hampered by injuries
and a
stalled as the president of the Democratic
presidential hope- WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
shortage of personnel; however,
Kentucky Association of Teacher fuls quit
the campaign trail to U.S. Chamber of Commerce objecting sharply, ruled Friday guideline and obviously inflathis squad has worked hard and
Educators for a full one year
tionary."
has excellent spirit. Although
has branded as "obviously 80,000 soft coal miners could
(Continued on Page Eight)
term.
Booth accused unions of using
this will be the smallest squad I
inflationary" a Pay Board have a first-year pay increase
He began his new term of of
"arrogant threats of coercion"
have had at Murray State. I am
decision allowing soft coal of at least 15.8 per cent
fice today at the close of the tw
negotiated
to get their way
earlier
this
The Youth Groups of the First confident they will carry on our
month.
miners
pay
boosts nearly three
day first annual conference of
The board decided the raise
times higher than the board's
"...It is difficult to conceive Christian Church (Disciples of winning tradition."
KATE in Louisville. Formerly
was "not unreasonably inconsispost-freeze
yardstick
how
per
5.5
of
the vast majority of the Christ) will meet on Sunday, The freshman squad will
known as the
Kentucky
tent" with anti-inflation guideprovide a severe test for the
cent
annually.
American people can be expect- November 21, at 5:30 p.m.
Association of Student Teaching,
The 15-member pay board, lines. Labor leaders hailed the ed to show the restraint John Mark Hale and Nancy varsity if recent practice
KATE adopted its new name to
decision, but the U.S. Chamber
with its five public members
necessary to make the anti- Luther will be the leaders for the scrimmages are any indication.
correspond with a change in
of Commerce disagreed.
inflation
program work," Booth Chi Rho Group to meet in the They are led by guards 6-0
of
the
national
"The Pay Board's approval of
By United Press International name
Fellowship Hall.
Darnell Adell from East Chicago
said.
'organization.
the soft coal agreement puts
The CYF'ers will meet in the Washington, Indiana,na member
KENTUCKY: Mostly cloudy
Chose as president-elect a The Murray State Thorobred
the future of the anti-inflation
The Congressional Joint Church Library with Mike of the Indiana State Chamnorth and east, partly cloudy year ago,
Jones has served as Club will hold its second meeting
program in serious doubt," said Economic Committee called a Holton, Don McCord, and Dr. pionship team, and 6-4 Pete
southwest arid becoming windy president
since June when Sister of the year on November 22 at
Arch N. Booth, the business hearing today to quiz Pay David Roos as leaders.
today. Cool today with widely Annette Thomas
Dr. Roney, an outstanding Allof Brescia 6:00 p.m. in the
Waterfield
"It's The Real Thing" will be organization's executive vice Board Chairman George H. Bernard Segal of the Psychology Purchase performer from
scattered showers north this College resigned
the office after Student Union Building.
the subject of the sermon by. Dr president. "The increase in pay Boldt. Sen. William Proxmire, Clinic at Murray State University Calloway County High School.
afternoon. Mostly cloudy and taking a position another
in
state. Thorobred Club members will David Roos at the 10.45 am and benefits is substantially in D-Wis., the committee chair- will lead
the
"Talk-In" and as
turning colder tonight through
Other new officers of KATE hear Coach Bill Furgerson service on Sunday, November
At the center position will be 6-5
21, excess of any
acceptaVe man, said Boldt would be guest speaker will be dealing
tomorrow with widely scattered are: Dr. Paul
Rohrer, professor summarize the exciting and at the First Christian Church _
questioned about the board's with the
(Continued on Page Fight)
"Black-White Enlight snow flurries north tonight of education
at Asbury College, successful Racer football season (Disciples of Christ), North 5th
position on retroactive pay counter In Our Public Schools".
and in east portion tomorrow. president-elect;
Dr. David Watts, at this meeting. In addition, Street.
raises and board decisions Parents are invited and light
Highs today in 40s north and 50s director
of elementary student Coach Furgerson and his staff The scripture will be from Luke
allowing wage settlements that refreshments will follow the
south. Lows tonight upper 20s to teaching
at Western Kentucky will show the seasons most en- 21:1-4. The Communion hymn
meeting.
mid 303. Highs tomorrow mostly University, vice-preside
(Continued on Page Eight)
nt; and tertaining and outstanding will be a solo, "Let Us Break
Tresa McCord was elected
in the 40s.
Mrs. Dorothy Brunning, a games.
The Murray Christian Church,
Bread Together", sung by Mrs
District No. 16 CYF secretary
OWENSBORO, Ky. (UP!)—
teacher at Stivers Elementary In the second portion of the club William Porter.
The anthem will meeting at 1508 Chestnut St.,
and along with Mike Hale of Five Western .Kentucky
Extended Outlook
cities
School in Jefferson County, program, Coach Cal Luther will be "Rejoice,
Invites the public to attend
the Lord is
Mayfield will be going with the have been chosen in
The
Kentucky
extended secretary-treasurer.
regional
discuss the prospects for this sung by the Chancel Choir
worship
service
this
Sunday
District Youth Advisor, Rev. Lee judging to compete for
weather outlook Monday through
the AllFocused on a theme entitled year's Racer varsity and fresh- Don McCord wW be the wor- before Thanksgiving. Bible
Wahlstrom of Benton,to the state Kentucky Cities awards
Wednesday
in final
"Partnership Arrangement in man basketball squads, after ship leader and
School
classes
for
all
ages
Landolt
will
will
The
Lore
Luther
youth
Robertson
cabinet
Parentmeeting at competition at Louisville Dec. 9Much colder Monday and Student Teaching," the meeting
which the club members will be the candle lighter Deacons start at 9:30 a.m., and the wor- Teacher Association will
have its Lexington in February.
slightly warmer Tuesday and of people engaged
10.
in teacher adjourn to the Murray State will be Glenn Card, 0. B. Boone. ship service will follow at 10:45 regular meeting
and open house
Wednesday. A chance of showers education
The winners in regional
included
two Fieldhouse to view the annual Jr., Elmer Collins, A. B. Crass. a.m.
on Monday, November M, at
Tuesday. Generally fair Monday prominent educators as featured
BAKE SALE
judging here Friday were
Freshman -Varsity basketball M.C. Ellis, Johnny Quertermous. Bro. Dean Ross will be seven p.m.
and Wednesday. Lows in the 20s speakers. They were:
The Blankenship Circle of the Bowling Green, Dawson Springs,
game, which is scheduled to John Reagan, and Auburn Wells preaching on the subject: "Sin,
After the business meeting the WSCS of the South. Pleasant Madisonville
Monday morning. The lows mid
, Merganfield and
Dr. Dwayne Lang, director of begin at 7:30 p.m.
Greeters will be Mrs. Ed blinds, binds, and grinds." The parents and interested persons Grove
Xs to mid 30s Tuesday morning student teaching
United Methodist Church Owensboro.
at Indiana President Jimmy Boone urges Dluguid, Jr., Mrs. Robert Hahs. text for the sermon is taken from will
visit
the
children's will hold a bake sale on Wed- They were picked out of 10
and the 30s Wednesday morning. University; and DI- U
0. An- all club members to attend this and Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jones. Judges 18: 18-22.
classrooms to see the work of the nesday, November 24, starting
Highs in the mid Xs to upper 40s drews, distinguishe professor
at cities in the regional competition
d
of meeting and all +Interested Following the worship service
The evening service will start children and talked with the nine
Monday. Highs in the mid 40s to the Departmen
a.m. in front of the National here
t of Teacher Murray State sports fans to join a fellowship dinner for everyone at 7:00 p.m. A thanksgiving teachers.
mid 508 Tuesday and mostly 50s Education
StortP7Inc., on the north side of
The All-Kentucky cities contest
at Ohio State the Thorobred Club at Monday with new members and college service will be the subject for the
All interested persons are the court square in downtown is sponsored
Wednesday.
by the state
University.
night's meeting
students as guests will be held. evening service
invited to attend.
Murray.
Chamber of Commerce.
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Book Study Will Be
At Kirksey Church

Calloway Loses Home Opener
Kirksey PTA Plans
To Powerful Carlisle County Meet On Tuesday

Senate To Vote Monday
On Campaign Financing

Jones Installed
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Educator Grou P

Freshman-V arsity Game
Set At MSU On Monday

Pay Boosts For Miners Branded
'Inflationary' By U.S. Chamber

Youth Groups Of
Church Will Meet

The Weather

Thorobred
Club Meets
This Monday Dr. David Roos

Lists sermon Topic

Sermon Subject Is
Given For Sunday
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Meet On Monday
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE

Deaths reported are Mrs. Bryan Nanney, age 61, on November
18, Clarence C. Adams, age 71, Lornan Thompson, age 70, and
Thomas Hinch, age 46, all on November 19, and Herbert
Holloway, age 67, today.
The Murray Chamber of Commerce was host last week to 18
officials from 15 foreign countries who min America to visit
TVA installations.
Army 1st Lt. Robert J. Beale and id U. Hugh T.'Rushing
completed the eight weeks officer orientation course at Infantry
School, Fort &lining, Ga.
Army Pvt. Ronald G. Kline of New Concord has been assigned
to the 517th Artillery, a Nike-Hercules missile unit, in Union Lake,
Mich.
Murray State beat Southeast Missouri 22 to 7 to end the football
season with a 4-6 mark.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMES

FILE

IMder J. R.Scott, age 63, died at his home near Lynn Greve.
, Murray State's Thoroughbreds are under consideration by
Tangerine Bowl officials to participate in the annual classic to be
played in Orlando, Fla., on January 1, 1972.
d Rev. Robert Jarman will bring the Thanksgiving Day message
at the Community Service at the First Methodist Church on
povember M at ten a.m.
▪ George Hart was reappointed as Master Commissioner of the
deal
, Lowey Circuit Court by Judge Ira Smith yesterday for a four
*ear term. Mr Hart has held the position for 22 years.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LEDGER I TIMER

Ma

Deaths reported are Miss Mary Ektmorxis, age 69, John West
tFilbeck,
age 90, Bart Osborn, age 62, Mrs. Beulah Haley, age 52,
1.".and Claude M. scruggs, age 58.
Miss Nancy Whitnell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
1,Whituell of Murray, was chosen Miss Murray State. Favorites
e elected from Murray were Miss Virginia Veale, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. L L Veale, and Miss Martha Robertson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Robertson.
4 Rev. T. H. Mullins, Jr. has been named pastor of the First
Methodist Church to replace Rev. J. Mack Jenkins who now goes
to Humboldt church as pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Roberts are the parents of twins, Ray and
Kay, born November 12 at Highland Park General Hospital,
Highland Park, Mich.
1 The marriage of Miss Ruth Roland Farley and Roger Blackwood, son of Mr. and Mrs W. E. Blackwood of Paris, Tenn., that
!
took place on April 20 has been announced by her mother, Mrs. L.
I. Farley of Murray

,6•6
Predicts
High-Speed
Transport

SENSING
THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan
EXECUTIVE YlCi PRESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council

RICHMOND, KY -Our goal
is 1900 The United States will
have a high speed ground transportation system by that year."
This prediction was made at an
international conference in Italy
recently by Dr. Francesco G.
Scorsone, an Eastern Kentucky
University mathematics
professor who represented the
National Science Foundation of
the U.S.A.

Dr. Scorsone, who made a
speech opening the confievoee at
the University of Pattreio's
Institut° di Aeronautica, has
been working with other scientists from several countries in
experiments on a system of
travel with guided air cushioned
vehicles.
A vehicle developed at the
University of Palermo with the
help of the Italian government
will be sent to Pueblo. Colorado,
where the U.S. government is
conducting "the biggest experiment station in the world" for
high speed transportation, Dr.
Scorsone says.
In his talk at Palermo, Dr.
Scorsone thanked the governments of Italy and of the Region
But the Lord is In his holy temple; let all the earth keep silence of Sicily for their support of the
before him.-Habakkuk 2:20.
As a representative of N.S.F.,
Did you ever try to stop asking and listen for His answer'
he, signed an agreement under
which it and the Institut° di
Aeronautics will exchange
scientific information. The
American counsul in Palermo
accompaied Dr. Scorsone to the
by Carl Ribiet Jr.
conference.
The latest vehicle developed at
I wonder what Vice President Agnew thought after Palermo is "vastly improved and
utilizes the
principle of
he visited the house of his ancestors in Greece, a magnetisn,"
Dr. Scorsone said.
eye,
mind's
his
years.
In
166
for
stood
home that has
"We Americans are interested in
Mr. Agnew possibly saw the millions of houses built the achievement of the Inin the United States under FHA approval, relatively stitute," he told a large audience
few of which are strong enough, or architectually of scientists at Palermo.
He added that the interest of
valid enough, to stand for a fifth as long—certainly
the U.S. in solving problems of
not long enough to survive the plans for suburban high speed ground transportation
slum clearance in the 1970s or 1980s.
is evidenced by the support given
"It is strange that in America today, so many houses to the Colorado project by John
Volpe, secretary of tranare built by men named 'Jerry.sportation
-Dictionary of Opinions

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Isn't It The Truth!
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Martinizin
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PHNOM PENH (UPI) Cambodian police last week
foiled what may have been a
planned attempt on the lifp of
US. Ambassador Emory ('
Swank, a U.S. Embassy spokesman said today.
The spokesman said police
caught a Cambodian stringing a
wire across a road leading
from the embassy to the
ambassador's residence. The
man took police to a house that
was some distance away where
some detonating caps were
found

SLOW TO SUSPECT
PARIS (UPI) -When three
gunmen claiming to be police
officers knocked at his door,
Mussenalli, 71, a
Javery
merchant, did his best to
cooperate.
When they took jewels from
his safe, he became suspicious
When they took the $2:e in his
pants pocket, he began to fear the
worst.
They said they would return
Thursday to complete their
"investigation," but Mussenalli
decided not to wait and went to
the polio*.

NEWS SUMMARY

STATE GOVERNMENT'S
wEEX OF sCTWITY
IN SAW

By Jim Warren

4

LAWS-The Kentucky County Judges Assn. announced it will
ask the 1972 General Miserably to give judges wider discretion in
-Al-a would lower the
assessing drunk driving penalties. The Ter-W.
present six-month license revocation period for drunk driving to
30 days and require convicted drivers to attend a driver improvement clinic.

Veterans AdminisZration_cee
sponsorship of G.I. Bill on-the-job
training (OJT) with private,
state, Federal and municipal
employers has resulted in 8,000
new programs and 12,000 new
ASSISTANCE-The Department of Economic Security, in
"job slots.,'
cooperation with the Department of Health, has launched a threeVA officials reported the jobs
year program to rehabilitate recipients of public assistance. The
were created through emphasis
program will seek to rehabilitate money recipients only and food
on OJT as part of a nationwide,
stamp recipients or medical only cases will not be considered.
coordinated effort to reduce
unemployment among Vietnam
REVISION-A legislative subcommittee has recommended
veterans and to provide training
amendments to the state constitution to provide for easier
opportunities for them.
revision of the 80-year-old dociment. The amendment would
Although finding jobs for
require a proposal for a constitutional convention be approved by
veterans is not a primary
one session of the legislature instead of the two consecutive
responsibility of VA (that rests only
currently required.
sessions
with Dept. of Labor), the agency
assists in _this area through
TAXES-The legal staff of the state Revenue Department is
numerous activities.
studying the effects of the homestead constitutional amendment
While engaging in these acKentucky voters Nov. 2. The amendment exempts
tivities, the agency itself is a approved by
tax on the first $6500 of value, property owned by
property
from
leader among Federal agencies
or older. Officials say the amendment at least
years
persons
65
In hiring Vietnam veterans under
for local taxing.
the Veterans Readjustment will require new tax forms
Appointment Authority. VA
RECORDS-The attorney general's office handed down
hired 1,000 veterans in May
opinions challenging the rights of public and newspaper reporters
along, and 5,000 since 1968.
Gen. John B. Breckinridge said
Officials also noted that VA to examine public records. Atty
access to court records when disclosure
have
not
should
reporters
specialists in 72 Veterans
Assistance Centers are spending is not in the public interest.
more time on employment
matters. They reported that in
COAL-A University of Kentucky study noted Kentuckians now
fiscal year 1971, nearly 15,000 pay the social costs of coal mining, such as for repair of roads
vererans found jobs through damaged by overweight trucks,instead of coal buyers elsewhere
assistance from these centers. It called this a form of subsidizing coal users and urged stricter
Since 1968, about 45,000 jobs enforcement of truck weight regulations.
have been found for veterans via
efforts of the Veterans Assistance SAYERS HOSPITALIZED
W hat's üsanalbel —
Centers.
CHICAGO UPI) -Running
In addition to encouraging back Gale Sayers of the
HONG KONG --(UPI) employers to establish job Chicago Bears was hospitalized There are two dressing rooms
training programs, the agency Wednesday for rest and exa- for women at the swimming
will send representatives to mination of a skin boil that pod of the royal Hong Kong
plants and shops to help em- developed on his left knee. Golf Club at Fading in the
ployers actually write up training Sayers, injury-plagued the last New Territories. One is labelled
jobs for veterans.
few years, strained his knee "women's changing room,"the
A veteran with no dependents during light workouts last week. other 'ladies' changing room.receives a starting stipend of $108
monthly from VA, which supplements the salary or wages he
gets from the employer during a
six to 24 months training
1205 Ch'eat1ut Street
program. The veteran usually is
assured a job after satisfactory
completion of his training course.
Aside from on-the-job training
for your Drug, Prescription
programs, other VA job-assisting
activities include job marts, job
and Sundry Needs
banks,
job
counseling,
Open
12:00
a.m till 6:00 p.m.
cooperation with the President's
National Committee on Jobs for
Veterans and job interview
classes._,
These lob intereiew chives are
the latest in VA efforts to help
Adults 1lChildren 50'
Vietnam veterans obtain jobs.
.....
pen 7 p.m 41 p m Sat SSur,
The agency this month (October I
set up pilot projects in New York,
Cleveland, San Francisco,
Atlanta, and Washington, D.C. to
coach veterans on how to make a
favorable
impression
on
prospective employers.

SCOTT DRUG

ItL BE OPEN EVERY

* TONITE thru TUESDAY *

"PATTON" & "MASH"

The Almanac
Today is Saturday, Nov. 20,
the 324th day of 1971.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning star is Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury, Venus, Mars and Japiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Scorpio.
Peregrine White, the first
child born in the New England
colonies, came into the world
aboard the Mayflower on Nov
20, 1620.
On this day in histor
In
1937
Chungking
was
established as the wartime
capital of China.
In 1945, before the International War Crimes Tribunal, 24
German leaders went on trial
at Nuremberg.
In 1947 Princess Elizabeth of
England married Royal Navy
Lieutenant Philip Mountbatten.
In 1968 explosion and fire
entombed 78 men in a coal
mine at Farmington, W.Va.

West Virginia has its problems,all right. It has missed a portion
of the growth and the wealth generated in most regions of our
country in the last quarter-century. In some areas of the state, the
1930's and 1940's seem only yesterday. In some of these areas, the
visitor gets the impression that there is more tar paper construction than building in brick and glass. Nevertheless, the
people are there. They could have departed for other states, other
ways of life.. They did not choose to do so.
A thought for today • Scottish
In the hills of West Virginia are things one doesn't find in
Manhattan's canyons-nature's beauty and color, a sense of writer Thomas Carlyle said,
community and kinship, a wider measure of personal liberty- "Music is well said to be the
qualities the pioneers sought. I was struck by West Virginia's speech of angels."
graveyards. They are clean, well kept, evidencing attention and
respect. Someone has written that you can tell a people's quality
by looking at their graveyards. The West Virginians clearly pass
muster as people with a sense of appreciation for their forebears.
2:00 7:25 9:25
In short, West Virginia, for all its economic problems, hasn't
lost touch with its roots. That's a very important achievement for
a state. It is too bad that not every state in the Union can make
that claim.
POSSIBLE PLOT FOILED

31

FREE! Mothproofing-Mildew proofing

CHARLESTON, WEST VA.-The blue and gold dome of the
classic-style Capitol gleams in the pale sunshine of a November
afternoon. Beyond the sweep of lawn flows the Kanawha River,
the majestic waterway that is one of the great scenic rivers of
America and a vital transportation artery for West Virginia's
heavy industry.
The Mountain State is one of the nation's most beautiful states.
It is rich in history and in contact with older styles of life, but it
also has serious problems. West Virginia had its origin in the Civil
War and its first flags were the banners of the mountaineer
soldiers who were loyal to the Union. It has somewhat divided
history, however, symbolized by the side-by-aide location on the
capitol lawn of monuments to the Union loyalists and Stonewall
Jackson, the greatest of the Confederate battle leaders. The split
continues in many ways. West Virginia's Secretary of State is Jay
Rockefeller, a liberal scion of the famous financial and political
dynasts. In the Congress its best known spokesman is Sen. Robert
C. Byrd, who was widely mentioned as a conservative possibility
for the U. S. Supreme Court.
The people of the Mountain State have a rugged outlook
reminiscent of the pioneers. But this year the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) will pump $723.4 million
into the state. Striking coal miners have received food stamps.
No state in the Union is truly typical of all the states. West
Virginia, however, is especially individual. It is a state of
mountaineers, and mountain people always are more individualistic than lowlanders. The state has received considerable publicity since the early 1960's when Appalachia
became a subject of liberal talk and experimentation, and liberal
politicians began to have their pictures taken in decaying
mountain hamlets.
No doubt highway communications have improved as a result
of the national interest in the state. But much of the state is unchanged. Neither state nor federal highway authorities have
enough money to build superhighways into every section. This is a
land of mountains, valleys, coves and rocky gorges. Much of the
relative isolation is likely to be permanent.
West Virginia has lost some people because of the isolation and
the lack of economic opportunities resulting from isolation. But
there isn't any general exodus. Isolation also has its merits. Many
Americans lament the crowding in the Boston-Washington
corridor and the proliferation of suberbia generally. They are
nostalgic about an older America of open land - a nostalgia that
can be satisfied in the beautiful West Virginia mountains and its
cities, which are of manageable size.

VA Officials
Report New
Jobs Created

ELATION'S

Singles
$

WEST VIRGINIA TODAY
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2:15 7:35 9:15

A WOMANS
LIBERATION
In Color Rated X
Today's
sexual freedom
and then some!
******rk****

at 1:15 & 7:15 Sat
at 3:20 & 9:20 Sun.

at 4:15 & 10:15 Sat
at 1:15 & 7:15 Sun.

Adults '1 -Children 50'
ENDS TONITE
PIM.
~.
11

"LeesScare Jessica cro'Death"
* Sun.-Mon.-Tue. Only *
A Tern mg Story of the Otaiit!

starring Jaqueline Bissett, Curt Jurgens

Late Show
TONITE 1 1 :30
No One Under 18

nicoie

vadim

THE EIGHTEEN'
CARAT VIRGIN

Open 6:00 Start 645
DegivE

ENDS TONITE

From the director
of -Fenny Hill- end
'IA Woman'
t and the star of
:Therese AIsabelle"
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Decorations For Christmas Trees Are
Listed As Unusual By Some Of Stars

ic Security, in
iunched a threeassistance. The
Is only and food
considered.

By PATIUCI McCORMACK
NEW YORK (UPI) —Here's
help for all trying to come up
with unusual ideas for this
year's Christmas tree.
Though it seems a mite early
to consider Yule trees, the
destinctive ones from which
these tips come went on view
today at the Hallmark Gallery
in New York. They're all
"celebrity Christmas trees."
Some make statements, some

recommended
vide for easier
iendment would
be approved by
two consecutive

Plans Completed By
Dianne Hornsby For
Wednesday Wedding
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Plans have been completed by
Miss Dianne Hornsby, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hornsby
of Murray, for her marriage to
Ronnie Smith, son of Mrs. Opal
Smith of Murray and G.C. Smith
of Phoenix, Arizona.
The ceremony will be solemnized on Wednesday, November
24, at seven o'clock in the evening
in the sanctuary of the First
Presbyterian Church with Rev.
Charles Moffett officiating.
Mrs. Mary Kathryn Snell of
Detroit, -Mich., cousin of the
groom-elect, will present the
program of organ music.
The briielect, to be given in
marriage uy her father, has
chosen her sister, Miss Dawn
Hornsby, as her maid of honor
and Miss Leah Fulton as her
bridesmaid.
Jerry Smith will be best man
for his brother. The groomsman
will be Terry Hart and the ushers
will be Mike McCage and Keith
Barber, cousins of the groom:
elect.
Following the
ceremony a
reception will be held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Jerry T. Eldridge
Honored At Party
On 3rd Birthday
Jerry Thomas Eldridge was
honored with a party in
celebration of his third birthday
on Saturday, November 13, at two
irclock in the afternoon. His
mother, Mrs. Jake Barnett, was
hostess for the party held at their
home.
The birthday cake for the
honored person was decorated in
the circus theme with clowns and
a carrousel on the top of the cake.
It was served along with ice
cream by Mrs. George Merrell,
and Mrs. Dean Dix, grandmother, and aunt respectively of
the honoree.
Children present for the party
and bringing gifts were Tony
Melton, Kevin Garland, Timmie
Garland, Tommie Arnold, Lynn
Arnold, Bobbie Fike, Tommie
Fike, Nancy Fike, Anthony Fike,
Phillip Dix, Tirnmie Dix, Mark
Allen Prichett, Debbie Eldridge,
Tina Eldridge, Cindy Eldridge,
Krista Bradshaw, Timmie
Deneshow
Bradshaw, and
Eldridge.
Also calling later with gifts
were Terry Melton, Ricky
Melton, and Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Myers.
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plead causes and a few
entertain.
The quickest unusual tree is
. Its a fourfoot inflated balloon containing
a small tree in a basket.
Germaine Greer, author of
"The Female Eunuch," makes
a statement with a six-foot
defoliated ficus tree. It retains
only a few dead leaves "to
suggest Christmas in Vietnam."
Genie Bottle at Top
Barbara Eden, of television's
"I Dream of Jeannie," decorated her tree with moon modules
and Apollo manned mission
emblems. It is topped with an
inverted genie bottle.
Mister Rogers, the children's
television personality, took a
Norfolk island pine with no
decorations and put it in a
plastic pot. The roots show. It
is placed on a television set
with the words "You're growing
from the inside" on the
screen .
Henry Dreyfuss, the designer
has the heaviest tree. Weighing
1,500 pounds, it is made of
spiral formed telephone cable
on a reel base decorated with
telephone parts.
Helen Gurley Brown, editor
of Cosmopolitan, exhibited a
small tree on a table decorated
with silver balls and brown
cookies showing men and
women embracing.
Poet Rod McKuen designed a
non-tree "intended to reflect his
concern with ecology." It was a
white, wooden frame tree
decorated with blue and green
balls.
Shadowbox Contains Figures
Andrew Lloyd Webber and
Tim Rice, creators of -Jesus
Christ, Superstar," designed a
small framed shadowbox containing lithographed figures in
an old London street scene. The
figures are in
Dickensian
costumes. One carries a small
tree.
Gordon Parks, poet, filmmaker and photographer, topped
his tree with a dove. It is
meant to conve?'rthe thought
that peace should reign all year
round, not just at Christmas
time. The tree is decorated
with things symbolic of the
seasons, starting with snow at
the top and moving down
through flowers of spring,
summer.and fall.
Beverly Sills, opera star, did
a simple tree with lights and
decorations in the primary
colors. It is placed against a
background mural made by
retarded children from New
York public schools. Little
cardboard buildings under the
tree also were made by the
boys and girls.
traditional-looking
Among
trees is the one designed by
Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen. It
has white lights and a creche.
Little angels appear hovering
around the tree.

Mrs. Lloyd Jacks
Hostess For Meet
Of Dorothy Group

Mrs. Lloyd Jacks opened her
home on the Benton Road for the
meeting of the Dorothy Group of
the Baptist Women of the First
Baptist Church held on Tuesday,
November 16, at ten o'clock in the
morning.
The program was presented by
Mrs. James Carlin and Mrs.
Robert Fox. The devotional part
of the presentation was on the
Thanksgiving theme.
Mrs. Hugh Oakley, group
'leader, presided at the meeting
and Mrs. Jacks, secretary, read
the minutes. Visitation reports
were made and names for shutins
and prospective members were
given. The group voted to place
magazines in various public
offices in the city.
The WMU director, Mrs.
Eugene Tarry, announced plans
for the week of prayer for foreign
missions to be held November 28December 5 at the church.
Other members present were
Mrs. Neil Brown, Mrs. Joe
Johnston, Mrs. James Martin,
Mrs. Larry Mayfield, and Mrs.
Homer Miller. Dr. Liza Spann
was a guest.

Sunday Supper
Savory Chidkae Inels
Bread Tray
Chefs Sillad
Walnut Torte Beverage
SAVORY CHICKEN BROTH
3 carts (each 1014 ounces)
condensed chicken broth
3 soup cans water
14 cup Marsala wine
2 tablespoons coarsely
climOd parsley
14 teaspoon dried tarragon,
crushed
Heat together all the Ingredients. Serve In mugs.
Makes 6 to 8 servings.

..
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Saturday, November 20
The final presentation of "The
Prime of Miss Jean Brodie" will
•
the ma; 1.12c0axisurn ThauUva
at the University School
auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

"

A Country Musical Show will be
presented at the Faxon School
gym at seven p.m. Doors will
open at six p.m. and supper will
be served.

•
Son bars forgiving.
wife's return to dad
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband of 33 years, whom I have
always adored, was unfaithful to me I caught him, and
there was no way out for him. He begged me to forgive
him, said the woman meant nothing to him and be would
never see her again, but I was so hurt and numb and
heartsick I went to my son and daughter-in-law's home
[where I am now living] and told them all about what had
happened
I have thought everything over, and realize that since
this has never happened before, my husband deserves another chance. But say son has forbidden his father to come
near.metthem,..oe.thelr children.
I spoke with my minister and he agrees I should go
back to my husband. How can I? My son tells me he will
have no respect for me if! go back So now I must make a
choice. Can you advise me!
TORN
DEAR TORN: Go back to your husband Anti tell your
son that one who cannot forgive destroys the bridge over
which he one day may need to pass.
DEAR ABBY: There are bachelors living in this apartment building. They are not hippies, they are churchgoing
men, yet there seems to be plenty of free love going on.
They bring girls here day and night without any apparent
shame, changing girls every few weeks. Even the children
know something shady is going on.
With all this hanky-panky going on I can understand
why the young people have become so disgusted with the
older generation. I think these men should be asked to move
I would like your opinion
OVER THIRTY
DEAR OVER: What people do behind their
doors is not the business of neighbors. As long
not disturb their neighbors I see no reason for
asked to move. Besides. you would have a hard
ing that your suspicions were correct.

Dexter Homemakers
Hold Regular Meet
At Overby Home

ifo#•• Cfoidot Whallot

own rinsed
as they do
them to be
time prov-

DEAR ABBY: Paul [he's my husband] has a belt
friend who is slowly driving me crazy. We've known this
guy for about four years now, but about a year ago, he
became divorced, and that's when the trouble started
This friend is here every weekend for dinner, and afterwards he and Paul go out on the town and I am left behind
like Cinderella to clean up the mess.
Paul knows how I feel about this and so does his friend,
but still they continue. I haven't been out alone with my
husband for months and I am getting fed up Every time I
mention it, Paul gets angry.
Tonight this friend had the nerve to bring his shirts
along and ask me to iron them!
Am I being a nag like Paul says, or do you think I have
a right to be upset'
ALONE AGAIN
DEAR ALONE: You have • right to be upset. Remind
your husband that be has • wife, and if he wants to go out
on the town he should tell his bachelor buddy to get a girl
and the four of you will go out together. And unless you put
a stop to Paul's routine right now, you will find yourself
alone more and liking it less. f P. S. If you Ironed the shirts,
you need more help than I can give you in • letter.]
CONFIDENTIAL TO BARBARA: I think you should tell
Sandy that if she is serious about wanting all the girls in
her wedding party to be blonds, she should select blonds
Tell her, too, you will gladly stand up for her, but you won't
"dye" for her. And what's wrong with a wig!

it en

What's your problem? ywn feel better if you pi
year (-best Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Les Angeles, Cal.
WM. For a personal reply enclose stamped addressed
envelope.
Hate to write letters? Seed
to Abby, Box MN, 1Los
Angeles. CaL 905110. for Abby's booklet. "Bow to Write Letters ler All Oecoidena."

Members And Wives Of Murray Shrine Club
Attend Fall Ceremonial, Rizpah Temple
The regular meeting of the Xi members voted at this time to
Alpha Gamma Chapter of Beta give Mrs. Ford the authority to
Sigma Phi was held on November buy what was needed as a gift
18 at the home of Mrs. Bruce from the Chapter..
Thomas. The meeting was called
A thank you note was read from
to order with president, Mrs. Ray Mrs. Tommy Carraway to the
Sims, leading the group in the Chapter thanking them for food
opening ritual.
and flowers which was sent to her
Mrs. Larry Contri was in during her illness.
charge
of
the
program
A complimentary letter was
"Grooming". She had as a read
International
from
special guest, Mrs. C.Wayne congratulating the group for their
Doran, Associate Director of efforts on rush and for the exFashion Two-Twenty Cosmetics cellant manner in which it was
in Calloway, Marshall, and conducted.
The rush - party,
Graves County.
preferential tea and pledge ritual
Mrs. Doran spoke on the im- were cited in the letter
portance of cleanliness as well as
The meeting was adjourned
helping member Mrs. Bruce with
members
seventeen
Thomas with a complete make- repeating the closing ritual and
up. She pointed out that a person joining hands for the Mi7pah
should not "make-up" to be
Mrs. Bruce Thomas and Mrs
someone else but should use Isaac Adams served refresh
cosmetics suited to them as an ments during the social hour
Individual. She also said that
bright colors were the "in-thing."
During the course of the
program, members perticipated
Cooked prunes ere an
by asking questions and
excellent breakfast fruit—
discussing the different steps in
rich in vitamins and minerthe make-up.
Mrs. Doran
als. The fruit need not be
presented a door prize, comserved the same old way all
pliments of Fashion Two-Twenty
the time-a thin slice of
with Mrs. Ray Story being the
lemon or orange or a stick
recipient. The members enjoyed
of cinnamon provides interesting and good-tasting !laseeing the display Mrs. Doran
vor variety.
had for viewing at the close of the
Program.
In the business meeting which
No more tangled thread,
.on
followed Mrs. Wallace Ford, spools
n the sewing box if you
brought to the attention of the
ace a' thumbtack on one end
group a young lady who is ill and of the
spool and twist the
in need of personal items. The thread around it.

Breakfast fruit

The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
its noon luncheon at the club
house.
Hostesses will be
Mesdames G.C. Ashcraft, RA.
Mayfield, Ky 42066 Phone-247Johnston, W.Preston Jones,
By UNIVERSITY OF
2334
Sylvia Atkins, and Rolf E. P
KENTUCKY
King.
COUNTY EXTENSION AGENTS
Belts of all descriptions make
FOR HOME ECONOMICS
. A rummage sale willbe held at
fashion headlines this season. A
the American Legion Hall from
PLANTING OF SHRUBBERY
seven a.m. to noon, sponsored by One of the most common well chosen belt is important to
the Goshen United Methodist mistakes made in the planting of good appearance of the garment
Church WSCS. Persons having shrubbery is in its use against the and the individual wearing it. A
articles to donate are asked to house walls. The object of base belt of contrasting color or textake them to the hall from six to planting is merely to effect a ture can be interesting accent for
seven p.m on Friday or call one transition from lawn to wall, to some garments and figures.
of the members log450- pickup. lessen and soften the abruptness. Keep in mind that contrasting
and wide belts cut apparent
Chapter M. of the P.E.O. A minimum of shrubbery is height of the figure and make the
preferable
to
the
abuse
of
overSisterhood will have noon lunwaistline appear larger. Belts
cheon at the home of Mrs. Alfred planting. Heavy shrubbery covered with the dress fabric are
allowed to grow above the winLindsey.
usually the best choice for
dow sill level produces a conmaking the figure appear taller
Sunday, November 21
fused mase in which the house
The U. of Ky.
and slimmer.
The Kirksey United Methodist itself is smothered by a thicket. Ext. leaflet, "Make Your
Men's monthly breakfast will be Juanita Amonett, Courthouse,
Belts", gives excellent directions
held at seven a.m. in the Paducah, Ky.
on the subject and noisy be obfellowship hall of the church.
tained by writing me. —
THE SEVEN POINT KITCatherine C. Thompson, HickMonday, November 22
CHEN—Keep the following seven
The Luther Robertson PTA points in mind when planning for man, Ky. 42050 Phone 236-2351.
will have its "Back to School" a new or remodeled kitchen: 1.
0 AM.0 all,0 AIMS u
night at the school at seven p.m. Adequate light for work at all 41.111.0
times. 2. Heat in winter and
On Hwy. 121
The Kirksey Community ventaliation all year. 3. Water,
Thanksgiving service will be held cold and hot,for household needs,
(Mayfield Hwy.)
at the Kirksey School auditorium 4. Shape and size for: family
at seven p.m. Churches par- needs and work to be done. 5.
ticipating are Locust Grove Plan wall space arrangement for,
Church of Nazarene, Mt. Carmel doors, windows for light, work
United Methodist, Kirksey "area without any doors in it. 6.
United
Methodist, Kirksey Arrange equipment for work
Baptist, and Oak Grove Cum- sequence. 7. Adequate and
berland Presbyterian.
convenient storage for supplies,
utensils,
dishes.
—Barletta
The Adult Great Books Wrather, 209 Maple St., Murray,
Discussion Group is scheduled to Ky. 42071
meet at the Calloway Public
Library at seven p.m.
Washable robes for awake
wear are "IN". A long, comThe Creative Arts Department fortable envelope of terrycloth or
of the Murray Woman's Club will cotton knit makes this a robemeet at the club house at 9:30 wrapped season.
Be they
a.m. Hostesses are Mesdames Moroccan djellaba, craftan,
Donald B. Hunter, Paul R. Heise, Chernise,or USA mantailored inRichard Tuck, Ralph L. Nelson, lay*, flavor, the robes are
and Bobby Grogan.
4esigned for easy care and lots of
ware—from breakfast to bedtime
The All-American Concert of and both indoors and
out. —
the members of the Sigma Alpha Dean
Roper, Courthouse,
Iota and Phi Mu Alpha honorary
music fraternities will be held in
the Recital Hall of the Fine Arts
Annex at Murray State at eight
p.m.

Rainbow For Girls
Has Regular Meet
At Masonic Hall

Mrs. Lydia Overby was hostess
for the meeting et the .Dexter
Homemakers Club held on
Tuesday, November 9, at ninethirty o'clock in the morning.
The president, Mrs. Irene
Mitchuson, presided. Mrs. Pansy
Pritchett gave the devotion
followed with prayer by Mrs
[Ada Parrish.Plans were completed for the
bazaar and country musical held
on November 13.
Mrs. Mitchuson reported the
Homemakers County Council
meeting held on November 8. She
volunteered to cover a cushion
for the meeting room at the
Extension office and said the club
would help in the cleaning of the
meeting rooms.
During the recreational period
games were played and gifts
were exchanged. Refreshments
were served by Mrs. Overby.
Members
present
were
Mesdames Lula Parrish, Irene
Mitchuson, June Pritchett,
Aliene Pritchett, June Higgins,
Lydia Overby, Nida Puckett,
Elizabeth Puckett, Naomi Edwards, and Pansy Pritchett.
Visitors were Jamail Irvin,
Wilma Green, and Nathan
Pritchett.

Milk Popular
The use of nonfat dry milk
has doubled since 1950.
SIMS .41=1.041=9.04=0.011

Phone
$753-57871

8 to 5i
Mon. 0
thru Sat I
1 to 5
Sunday

* Red Maple * Sugar Maple * Pin Oak

Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
Tuesday, November 23
* Willow Oak * Sweet Gum * Locust
The Martins Chapel United of the Rainbow for Girls held its
Methodist Church WSCS will regular meeting at the Masonic
, 10 to 15 talH
meet at the church at seven p.m. Hall on Tuesday, November 16,
at seven o'clock in the evening.
4100
Miss Janet Newberry, worthy
The Middle School PTA will
$ 1200
u ea.
ea.
have "Back to School" night at advisor, presided at the meeting.
seven p.m.
Parents are to Miss Pat Evans served as
recorder in the absence of Miss
assemble in the auditorium.
Betsy Riley.
Apple
Peach v- Cherry
Plum
Rainbow members present
The Current Missions Group of
Sledd,
Cindy
Barbara
were
the BW of the Memorial Baptist
! Regular
Dwarf $ 95
Church will meet at the home of Welch, Nita Atkins, Vicki
'
41P ea.
ea.
Mrs. M. E. Gilbert. Ftiveria Kalberer, Kathy Higginbotham,
Cook,
Nance,
Paula
Donna
Courts, at two p.m.
Phyllis Coleman, Leslie Klein,
The Baptist Women of the Elm Becky Edwards, Janie Lamb, a
* Concord * Niagara * Catawba
Grove Baptist Church will have a Francie Elkins, Lesa Robertson,
book study at the church at ten Joni Scott, Carol Jewell, Debbie
* Fredonia
am. with Mrs. Walton Fulkerson Nance, Debbie Russell, Mary a
as the leader A potluck luncheon Kay Oakley, Kathryn Coleman,
Pat Evans, Irene Futrell, a
will be served
$129
Georgia Elkins, Janet Newberry,
ea.
The Murray Quota Club will Marsha Robertson. Dorisanna
"
meet at the Southside Restaurant Steeley, Cheryl Milam,and Joyce
Winchester.
at 12 noon.
Adults present were Mrs. Twilit o
Flowering Cherry * Flowering Crab Apple
The Omicron Alpha Chapter of Coleman, mother advisor, Mrs.
past
Frances
mother
Churchill,
Tau Phi Lambda will have a rush
!" *White Birch * Dog Wood * Magnolia
party in the community room of advisor, Mrs. Lillian Robertson,
the Murray Federal Savings and George R. Williams, and Edwin
* Holly * Pine * Spruce * Willow
Elkins.
a
Loan at seven p.m.

i FRUIT TREES

'2"

j GRAPE VINES

i ORNAMENTAL TREES
*

I

* Flowering Peach

I * Red Bud
The Foundational Sunday
School Class of the First Baptist
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Phillip Rogers, 1624 Miller
Avenue. at seven p.m.

Chicken
is "kidstuff"
Mothers often complain
that kids eat what they
like, not what's,6 good for
them. Chicken is the ha/my
exception. Kids love it and
it provides lots of high
quality protein.
Biggest snack time favorite with kids is drumsticks.
Drumsticks are just the
thing to include in lunch
boxes or in the family picnic basket. To cook drumsticks a great easy way, try
dipping them in melted
butter or evaporated milk
and coating the surface
with crushed cheese crackers. Bake in a 350 F. oven
for an hour, less for small
ones

North or South?
What's the difference between corn breads7 It all
depends on where .you live.
To Southerners it's crisp,
mad, from self-rising corn.'
meal that is white and
usually with little or no
flour in the batter. Northerners know their corn
bread as tall yellow
squares, with a morecakelike texture and usually
sweetened with sugar.
From the north or south,
though. ,mimy people like
their corn bread baked in
corn stick pans. For crispy
sticks preheat the corn
stick pans in the oven
while you mix up the batter.

Sleeve look.
Blouse sleeves return to
feminine
elegance.
The
new look in blouses show
sleeves puffed, flared,
pointed at the waist or ballooning.

i'WHEAT STRAW

i

95C ea.

Large Bale

;
I Stepping Stones
All Shapes and Sire

50c
Good Stock

I

to $400

of

QUALITY SHRUBBERY
New

Material Arriving
Regularly!

a

Free Landscape Design
and Estimate
41•111110

uns-0
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Bow Season Success
A record 88 deer were talcin
during the first 2kt weeks of tne
split bow season for deer in Land
Between the Lakes. The first
portion of the split season opened
October 16 and will
close
November 6; the second portion
will run from December 18
through December 31. Over 3,000
bow permits were issued this fall
indicating Land Between the
Lakes popularity as one of the top
bow hunting areas in the Midwest. Among the trophy deer
taken during the opening weeks
of the season were a 176-pound
field dressed fallow buck by
Harold Cummins of Bowling
Green, Kentucky, and a 196pound field dressed white-tailed
buck taken by Frank Ballinger of
Old Hickory, Tennessee.

buck,
George Daubert with a 11 pohit, 200 pound buck and Ronnie Stone.
The deer were killed near "Whiskey Ridge" east of Pottertown.
Left to light are Joe Pat Stone with an 8 point, 165 pound

Deer.,HuAnting
Jerry W.

A Deer Hunter has his share of ups and downs, but whatever the
situation he still has those action packed memories of last year's
hurittokeep him psytted up.-Such is the ease with me.
Having gotten my deer in Hickman county last year, and since
I'd remembered seeing lots of signs, I thought I'd scout out the
area in order to locate a trophy buck this year. Three days before
season Dwight Wolfe and I took time out from our busy schedule
to check out the Oakton River bottom area on the Mississippi
River. Sure enough in the same area as last year we found huge
tracks around a buck scrape and a rub; This we knew from the
size of the track had to be a monster of a buck. We made up our
minds that we,-Ja;161,be waiting here opening morning.
Opening morning Dwight and I returned and brought a friend;
vice-president of the MSU Wildlife Society, Greg Mills. Greg,
being an avid sportsman, insisted on using his old Kentucky Flint
Lock_ We briefed Greg on the area, gave him a map and pointed
him in the right direction.
Dwight and I, having our spots already picked out, were off like
a flash to our stands before daybreak caught us. We had agreed
that each of us would go in the area from different directions so as
not to make too much noise, this way if we did scare a buck, he'd
run over one of us and we'd get a shot.
As I neared the soybean field, where two days before we had
seen a doe, the rays of sunlight were just breaking over the ridge
to begin another day. No sooner had I settled on my stand, when a
shot sounded from Greg's direction but I knew from the sound it
wasn't his flintlock. Then another shot sounded to my rear and
several more rang out through the river bottom.
After waiting for an hour without seeing anything I decided to
move farther down in the river bottom toward where I had sent
gh
. I had seen lots of signs in this area two days before, and I
t I might do better near a bedding area.
pOn my way I met Dwight and we headed to Greg's stand where
e found that someone had shot at a deer just behind Greg.
We all decided to head to the car to see if anyone had been lucky
y. Waiting at the car was a man with a 10 point buck and as
k would have it, he was a resident of Hardin, Ky. Gary Siress
a happy man' He said,"the old buck ran past his stand and
he lowered the boom on him," but he was an old toughy ; I took 3
'beta to put birn on the ground,and allshots were direct.hits.
We decided that it was all over fords for the day and decided to
:-try another spot Sunday.
v.sile
Dwight decided to try his luck in Trigg Co. Sunday morning so
reg and his friend, Dave Gallaway and I all decided to hunt
r area. Greg had seen lots of signs in this area and several
each time out during bow season.
. We all met at 430 Sunday morning, none of us had slept very
. much the night before because we knew that we were going to see
some deer.
. After reaching our spot we all separated and went in different
directions. As day broke I eased across a fence beside a green
clover field. My eye caught a clirnpse of a deer about 60 yards to
the right in the edge of the field. I swung the scope of my 7 trnmmauser on the deer, but my hopes fell when!saw it was a doe with
a fawn, but I felt there should be an old buck nearby so I struck
tight motionless. My cammaLjge clothes must have been effective enough, because a Cardlina Wren lit on my gun barrel.
Neither of the deer saw me as they slowly eased across the field
and dissappe_ared into the woods.
After waiting 30 minutes, I eased around the field and down a
draw. Another doe ran past me and toward Greg's direction, but!
didn't hear any shots. After walking about 100 yards I spotted
another doe eyeing me through the brush, I froze immediately
and to my surprize the doe began to come toward me. She would
take a step and look, then another until she came within 20 yards

t

Buddy Spann is proudly showing off this 9-point buck he killed in
Trigg County last Saturday. The
buck field dressed at 185 pounds.
Staff Photo By Gene McCuteheon

of us saw deer again but neither connected.
Knowing that we had other things to do during the week we
thought that probably this had been the last day we would have a
rhanee at vetting a buck.. We were silently telling ourselves that
i_

CHEMICAL
CO,INC.
i • i,, INTPT, EFFICIENT' 11.
UVICS
,
III ODE
lit
1111e
11./OR 161:18MEIE"

HUTSON

rfilizer
Located W Railroad Avenue

is Your
Responsibility

In western Kentucky, the big lakes—Barkley and
Kentucky—pull in some geese, yet the principal
flocks will be found farther west in the flatlands
along the Ohio and Mississippi rivers. The daily
bag limit is five which may include two Canadas or
two whitefronted or one of each, while the remainder
must be made up of either the blue or snow geese.
The possession limit is five also, but it may include
four Canadas or two whitefronted in aggregate plus
a snow or blue goose. At no time may a hunter have
in his possession more than two whitefronted geese.
The shooting hours are from one-half hour before
sunrise until sunset, except on the Ballard area
where shooting must stop at noon.

HELP PRESERVE

airnionizan mu/a st
ilb
jCHRYSLER

vAy moyrsts coaPosunori

TAYLOR
MOTORS
IAN•POPLAR
'WEST KENTUCKY'S
TR ANSPORTATION CENTER"
MONT 713-1371

RICHARD ORR
01ST. CO.
Bulk Distributor

of Guns

1109 Pogue Avenue

WELL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

Conservation

But, back to the geese—they are hunted principally in the extreme western part of the state and
only stragglers are found in the central or eastern
areas.

In addition to a valid hunting license, the-waterfowl hunter must also have a duck stamp which may
be purchased at post offices and which must be
signed by the buyer to be legal. There are a number
of other regulations governing waterfowl hunting
and the hunter should become acquainted with all
these rules before going afield.

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
All-Makes

La/if(

The population of ducks, as reports trickle in from
the nesting areas, is believed about that of last year,
again with a better crop of mallards than any other
species. The redhead and the canvasback, however.
remain on the critical list and sportsmen would do
well to pass over these species in their hunting
forays. The limits on these two species indicaYe
their peril, since the aggregate of the two species
must not exceed one in the bag or possession. The
limits on other ducks are four in possession, or eight
after two or more days of hunting. The entire bag
and possession limits may be made up of mallards
or black ducks.

FINS 'N'
FEATHERS

OUR WILDLIFE.

Your Prescription Carefully & Accurately Pilled

44;

FRANKFORT, Ky. —Although the goose hunting
season in Kentucky began Nov. 15, not much action
is expected until the cold, blustery weather hits the
bird's principal environs in western Kentucky. As of
this writing there is not a great population of
waterfowl in their usual Kentucky haunts, but those
who know their geese are certain they'll be there at a
later date.
This belief is based on reports from the goose
country of Wisconsin where a population of 239,000
geese were reported. These birds will be pushed out
by frigid weather which is on its way. This number
is the greatest ever tabulated by biologists charged-----'with the watch-care of geese in that area. They'll
move out, they say, just as soon as the food supply
begins to dwindle or the weather freezes everything.
This exit from Wisconsin will signal their
emergence into Kentucky as they head southwatt.
Right now, at the Ballard County Wildlife
Management area where hunting becomes legal
Dec. 1, the goose flock is estimated at 6000, about par
for this time of year. Also, reports from the Barkley
and Kentucky Lake areas indicate the crop is about
the same as usual for this period, which means that
not too many will be harvested until the main flock
comes through.
Many rafts of ducks already have come through
and the Ballard Management officials say there are
approximately 14,000 on the confines there, with a
greater predominance of mallards than in the past
few years. The statewide duck season does not open
until Nov. 28, and hunters must hold their fire until
that time.
---

Note
to
o utdoorsrnen...The Ledger St
Times has several more
pictures of hunters and
their deer that we will print
on the Fins 'N Feathers
page as soon as possible.

we're sure to get a buck next week in the
deer hunt. but
deep inside we also knew that possibly we could be amoung the 90
percent that wouldn't get his deer this year: only time will tell

.1,0^•••-

t\ 411N,

GOOSE HUNTING OUTLOOK GOOD
IN FAR WESTERN KENTUCKY

.26
fitf-41k
-

Cal Any Thise

753-1933

FQSHV
IN KENTUCKY

Deer Hunts Success
Fifty-seven deer were taken
during the bucks only quota gun
hunt held in the Tennessee
portion of Land Between the
Lakes on November 12 and 13.
The 16 per cent hunter success
was considered excellent since
only 7 of the 16 hunt compartments were hunted in order
to let the deer herd Increase in
size and numbers in the closed
compartments. Several of the
big bucks that were weighed in
topped 200 pounds field dressed.
The average weight per deer was
substantially more than in 1969
when the last hunt was held in the
Tennessee portion.
A record 123 deer, including
several trophy white-tail and
fallow bucks were taken during
the first portion of the split bow
hunting swason in Land Between
the Lakes. The first portion of the
bow season ran from October 16
to November 6 and the second
will be held December 18 through
December
'The quota gun hunts forleer
the Kentucky portion of Land
St —
Between the Lakes will be held
Gary Siress of Hardin killed this ten point buck on the opening day of the deer season on the
November 20, December 1, and Mississippi River near (iakton Kentuck!,
December 4. All hunters must
Photo By Jerry W. Allen
check in and out of the area
Scrys:
during the hunts. The check Srrsok
stations will open at 4:00 a.m.

WARD - ELKINS

Ke

Kent
F°
utjc

Short Shots
From 1.131

The quail, rabbit and squirrel
seasons will open in the Kentucky
portion of Land Between the
Lakes on November M and run .
through November 27. The split
season will reopen December 6
through December 31 for
squirrel; December 6 through
January 31 for rabbit and quail.
All of the area from the state line '
ThiSPANGEROUS
to the Canal is open to hunting
COMBINATION..
with the exception of the Con+ CARELESSNESS
servation Education Center,'
WILDF1R
campgrounds, and other public
use areas and posted waterfowl
Huniers--wateh your srn ...refuge areas.
and warming ticci:
of me I finally moved and she was off like a flash. I walked on
The quail and rabbit season in
but still no sign of a buck in the immediate area.
the Tennessee portion opened
After returning to the car, I found out that Greg and Dave November 6 and will run through PORTANT NOTE: The field trial
hadn't seen anything, but both had seen lots of signs and we felt January 29.
Squirrel season area in the Panther Bay-Bear
that the area had good prospects.
opened November 15 and will Creek valley in Tennessee is
Dwight and I returned again to the area Sunday afternoon, both close December 31.
IM - closed to hunting.

Phone 753 462

LIBERTY
Super Market
Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
CPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway

miegray, KentneaY
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Reloading
Equipment
— CLAY TARGETS—

Murray Home and Auto
Store
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Kentucky Youths to Attend 50th 4-H Congress
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Four young southwest projects. He4ill be the guest
Kentuckians have won na- of Eastman Kodak Co.
A 10-year 4-H worker,
(ional 4-H recognition. They
will receive their awards Lewis plans to pursue a career
during an expense-paid trip to in electrical engineering. He is
the 50th National 4-H Con- a freshman at tile University
gress, in Chicago, Nov. of Kentucky.
Photography was Lewis'
28-Dec. 2.
The four, who will be favorite 4-H project after he
among some 30 state winners once "wanted a few pictures
at congress, were selected by of my 4-H projects." Within
the Cooperative Extension months he was doing his own
darkroom work. He presently
Service.
They are Margaret Ashby, is documenting old mine
17, of Hopkinsville; Betty --sites.
Miss Veatch, the daughter
Veatch, 16, of Clinton:
Dwight Lewis, 19, of Green- of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
vile, and Karen Alexander, Veatch, has given mghy talks
on her favorite subject, foods
17,of Murray.
Miss Ashby, daughter of and nutrition.

Miss Veatch

'Miss Ashby

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ashby,
has been a 4-H member for
eight years and has won 1971
• honors ;',Ir ;:et. Mine project.
She will.ke the guest in Chicago of 'Moorman Mfg. Co.,
program donor.
A qualified participant in
numerous local and regional
livestock judging events, Miss
Ashby has also attended a
mimber of 4-H citizenship
and resource development
conferences in the past three
years.
Lewis, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Lewis, earned his
honor in his 4-H photography

projects I have completed
has contributed to my personal development, for I am
able to do things that I never dreamed were possible a
few short years ago."
She plans a career in
home economics and journalism.
Miss Alexander, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Alexander, will be a
pest in Chicago of Montgomery Ward, an honor she
earned because of her consumer education and home
economics projects.
The high school senior
credits her activities in this
field with learning to always

Lewis
ns as: "If
questio
ask such
I . buy this, will I use it
and how will I store it?"
and "does this product
compare in price and quality with others I could
buy?"
Miss Alexander has used
her knowledge at food and
nutrition judging events, and
for consumer education projects such as school and community posters.
She plans a career in home
economics.
The 4-H awards programs
are arranged by the National
4-H Service Committee.

Miss Alexander

One of her most recent
ones was •called, "Are We
Eating the Garden Hose?"
For this talk, and many
others, she has earned a trip
to Chicago from General
Foods Corporation, program
donor.
Because Miss Veatch
wishes to share her projects
with others, she has been
busy giving demonstrations,
attending conferences and
organizing community projects. The high school junior
has this to say about her
activities: "Each thing I
have learned in the foods

Turkish women keep up
By JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service
ANKARA — They're out of
veils and shapeless garments
and in miniskirts, hot pants,
tight-fitting slacks and pantsuits. They use makeup,
sometimes excessively, and
they wear all manner of
jewelry.
The Turkish woman is
keeping pace with all aspects of
the U. S. "Lib" movement. In
fact the Turkish gal' may have
darted the movement back in
the 15th Century.
Turkish women seem to have
equal rights with men these
days, which may seem unusual
in this part of the world where
the male is superior and the
woman for so long has walked
two paces behind and carried
"evil eye" beads to protect her
against piercing male eyes.
But, the Turks insist, this is
nothing new. "In the earliest
days of Turkey, women were
equal to men," a Turkish
government handout says — a

publication devoted exclusively
to the thesis that Turkish
women never had it so good. I
asked a Turk editor why the
government felt it necessary to
publish such a paper and he
replied, "We've found out, just
like you Americans have, that
you just can't keep the women
down."
Actually, nobody should want
to keep them down. All of the
Turkish women I met here
were attractive, intelligent and
far advanced from the tin-re a
woman's place was in the home
with the responsibility only of
raising children and working
the farm.
Seeking to prove it was first
with female liberation, the
government paper entitled
"Women in Turkey" reports
that in the 14th Century, Sultan
Mohammad Ozbek Khan included his wife and daughter in
what up to then had been all
male ceremonies of state.
However, the sultan's innovation did not hold, for
during the Ottoman empire era

pried & Artificial

!Flowers 20%"'
Holland
!Spring Bulbs
Now
30%
I
OFF

Come Visit Our

Christmas Trim
Shop

MORAL ANGLE

Property
tax lid
needed

*********

By PAUL J. WEIS
Copley News Service

Five basic elements of the
world of children — sky, earth,
sun, moon and water — are
depicted on the 1971 Child
Welfare stamps of The
Netherlands, scheduled for
release on Nov. 9.
By FATHER LESTER
The set consists of five
Copley News Service
denominations, all
sernipostals, plus a miniature
Dear Father Lester:
sheet containing nine stamps of
Aren't property taxes unfair the lower values. Income from
an
when the retired person with
the surcharge on the stamps
average pension can't afford to will help support the activities
pay the taxes on the home of child welfare organizationS
which he bought and paid for in Holland.
long ago?
Designer of the five stamps is
Lawrence L. Babs Von Wely, a teacher at
Dear Lawrence:
the Royal Academy of Artistic
Government is obliged to and Graphic Design at The
promote Hague, who is well trained as
and
safeguard
freedom for its citizens so that an illustrator of children's
so far as possible within books.
community living they are free
Details of the five stamps are
to direct their own lives and as follows •
fortunes.
The 15c plus 10c is printed in
But ordinarily this freedom magenta,, orange-red and
depends greatly upon financial black. This vertical stamp
security People who are not shows an above-ground view of
beholden to someone else's — a growing beet plus blades of
including the government's — grass symbolizing the earth.
smiling favor for their
The 20c plus 10c is printed in
livelihood walk and talk like magenta, orange-red, yellow
men should; otherwise they and black. The design shows a
tend to lose their manliness butterfly against the summer
through subservient fear and sky and is of vertical design.
along with it their freedom.
The 25c plus 10c is also
Hence, except in a dire
in magenta, orangeemergency like war, taxes printed
and black. This
yellow
red,
that
high
so
be
never
should
s a smiling sun
feature
stamp
are
income
people of average
and is of
goodby
waving
forced to sell their homes. If
al design.
such people are losing their horizont
The 30c plus 15c is printed in
fmanctil security. then the
blue, violet and black. The
pale
being
is
ment
govern
features a playful moon
design
mismanaged.
winking one of its eyes and is of
horizontal design.
Dear Father Lester:
The 45c plus 20c is printed in
Are parents morally correct
blue and green-black. The
pale
for
surgery
heart
refuse
who
pictures a child looking
design
id
their newly born Mongolo
at his reflection in water.
infant?
The design of this stamp is
Sally R.
vertical.
Dear Sally:
The stamps were printed by
No one is bound to take exunon
ravure
photog
for
means
traordinary
in sheets
preserving his life. Parents watermarked paper
speak for their minor children
According to my medical
informants, an infant who
would be observably Mongoloid
at birth probably + 1 would
have some other major
physical problem, like the one
calling for heart surgery,
would reach only the lowest
rung of the intelligence ladder
for Mongoloids and (3) would
have a very short life expectancy. They seemed to
agree that nature was wise in
taking the child quickly.
Under such conditions,
therefore, heart surgery would
certainly be extraordinary
means of preserving the infant's life. The parents can
morally refuse the operation.

women went back to veiling
and segregation — they even
had to stay behind latticed
windows.
The first •'new" female
rights came in 1909 when socalled "Young Turks" revolted
against the sultans — and with
the revolt women got the
almost unbelievable right to go
to college — and to seek and
argue for divorce.
Next carne the official word
from Mustafa Kemal Ataturk,
greatest hero in TVs* history
and father of the republic He
would be the champion of the
shrill American female shouts
for more equality today,
because he said in 1923, "If a
social organization is content to
contemporary
meet
requirements with only one of
the two sexes, that social
organization loses more than Dear Father Lester:
Can a man play around and
half its strength."
Atattwk was a man of his still love his wife?
C. B.
established
He
word.
killed Dear C. B.:
and
monogamy
declared
He may love his wife, but not
polygamy, he
marriage "legal" from both with the strength and type of
sides, he abolished divorce by love which will keep him from
male repudiation and he gave betraying his promise to
women equal rights in remain faithful to her.
inheritance.
He soon found, however, that Dear Father Lester:
What do you think about Curt
Turkish women are as fierce as
inch,
an
given
complaint over the
and
men
Flood's
Turkish
in
contract
nothing less than a mile would players'
satisfy them. So, came political professional baseball?
rights — the right to vote in Baseball has a "reserve
1930, to the point where today clause" which binds the player
women are in government and to the team that signs him and
Turkey boasts that it appointed allows it to trade or sell him
the first two women in any without his consent. His only
highest court in the world. The option is to quit, and then his
Turkish Foreign Service has 17 playing days are over.
Isn't that a form of slavery,
women diplomats, the highest
being second secretaries and as Flood says' Shouldn't it be
minister-counselors. Next on ruled illegal'
Al S.
the Lib Campaign: an amDear Al:
bassador.
From my understanding, the
Women are getting better
jobs in the professions, too, but "reserve" system keeps
they have a way to go because baseball talent scattered
of a late start in higher evenly among the teams so that
competition remains close and
education.
But, they are independent as Interesting.
Seemingly, without the
any visitor can see and the way
some of the most attractive "reserve" system, the team
ones dress can only bring a with the most money would buy
chorus of "wows"from visitors up the best players and thereby
— a far cry train the days of end competition which makes
evil eye beads, veils and the sport interesting and a
money-getter.
shapeless wraps.
If there is no way of keeping
professional baseball alive
except through the monopoly
which the ''reserve clause"
gives the team,the players who
A judge in Oncinatti, Ohio, freely consent to join the team
ordered a businessman to give
have no just complaint. As long
$20,000 to charity or go to prison
as they want to play ball, they
for three years for tax evasion
have to go along with thee
The judge, who said he was conditions which make the
not sure his action was legal, game possible.
also fined the businessman
$10,000

Charity gift or jail
for Cincy tax evader

BEDELL PROMOTED
UPI) —
PHILADELPHIA
Howie Bedell's success with
Peninsula in the Carolina
"The (:ift & Garden Spot
League last season earned him
Of The Lakeland"
a
promotion Wednesday to
Week
Open 9 A M -6 P.M. 7 Days A
manager of the Philadelphia
5 Mi. North of Benton, Ky.
Phillips' Auburn, N.Y. farm
Hwy. 68 & 641 At Dm '1"
club in the New York-Penn
****************** League.

PLANTLAND

Dutch issue aids children

Montreal'sUmlergrowad
MONTREAL (UP) — Place
Ville Marie is a huge modern
building complex in downtown
Montreal. Its underground
promenade,La Gslerie des Boutiques, is lined with shops'and
restaurants and offers the wins
dow shopper all the comfort
and
winter
the
in
of heating
summer.
air conditioning in the
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loses appeal
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Mon.-Tue.-Wed., Nov. 22-23-24

DRIVE-IN WINDOW SERVICE
Located Central Shopping Center
Across From New Murray Stadium
o
A Subsidiar of Be le Dru

TROUSERS
SWEATERS
SKIRTS and
SPORT COATS

4/$1 79
All work done on the premises and the
quality of our work is always guaranteed
to your satisfaction.

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
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Ralph Nader: Crusader Or Conspirator?
•'He's a cross between Jesus
Christ and Machiavelli," says
one close ally, a Senate aide.
Likes Way of Life
Nader earned $125,000 from
lecturing and writing last year.
He plowed it into his organizations, which now number four
directly under him and another
half dozen or so with more or
less formal connections with
Nader.
No man who commands a
$2,500 lecture fee has to live
poorly and Nader insists he
Discussing his way of
doesn't.
CH. 8
CH. 4
CH. 3
CH. 12
CH. 5
CH. 29
CH. 6
life, he asks, "What more do I
WSIL
WSIX
WSM
WLAC
KFVS
WPSD
WDXR
need"
5 45 Sun. Sem.
6 - 00 Mor
10:00 Movie
5:45 Journal
7 00 Today
830
:
LaLanne
Nader's critics believe his
6:30 McCoys
Today
6:15
Show
News
Break
7
11:40
00
Dinah
6
00
9:00
People,
9:00 The Hour
7:00 News
9:00 Dinah
7:00 Bozo
6 30 srviiie
AM 9:30 Concent.
long hours and ascetic life are
11:50 Sewing
1000 USDA
Romper
Kitc.
8:30
Concen,
Korn.
55
8:00
Kangaroo
9:30
7
Cen.
10:00 Sale
12:00 Gourmet
10:30 That Girl
the mark of a destructive
9:00 Lucy
10:00 Sale-Cen
8:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Lucy
10:30 Squares
12:30 3 On A march
1100
: Bewitched 10:30
Squares
zealot. But Nader says he is
9:30 Hillbillies
9.00 Tell-Truth
9:30 Hillbillies
1100 Jeopardy
1:110 Movie
..
11:30 Password
,:00_
i
10:00 Mov.Game
Jeopardy
9:30 T or C
10:00 Fam. Affair 257 News
11 30 W-W-W
Fourteen adult 4-H leaders, two Extension workers, and a 4-H'er from Kentucky received special
interested only in protecting
12:00 My Child.
WWw
10:30 That Girl
10:00 Fam. Affair 11 :3s News
10:30 Love-Life
3:00 Movie Game
12:30 matte-Deal 11:30
training in modern ways to serve today's youth through 4-H at the recent Southern Regional 4-H
consumers.
11:00
Noon
Bewitched
10:30 Love of Lire 12:00 News
11:00 Where Heart coo Bozo
1:00 Newlyweds 12:00
11:30 Flipper
1:00 Our Lives
Leader F'srum, held at Rock Eagle 4-H Center, Eatonton, Ga. Those who went to the workshop from
11:00 Heart Is
11:25 News
12:15 Pastor
Six Laws Passed
5:00 Now Expl.
1:30 Dating
12:00 my Children 11:30 Search
130 Doctors,
1130 Search
12:30 Romp.
5:30 John Ray
this
_2:00 Gen .
state were: ileft to right, front row, Mrs. Ample Calhoun, Shelby Gap; Miss Marie Lennon,
Nader's
boxscore
lists
six
Con.
An
World12:00
Singing
-r200
:
12:00 Farm
12:55 Calendar
12130 Mal8e4aeal
Plc. 5:57 News
2:30 One Lift
1:00 Newlyweds
2:30 Promise
federal laws, two
12:00
12:05 News
agency Russellville; Mrs. Bobby Curtsinger, Carlisle; Mrs. Maxine Scott, Murray; Miss Sandra Hussey,
1:00 Lives
:.
304 Love Am
600
Movie
1:30 Dating
3:00 Somerset
12:25 News
12:20 Weather
1:30 Doctors
3 30 Matinee
reorganizations and - perhaps Lexington, state Extensionprogram specialist for 4-H; Mrs. Doris Anderson, Danville; Mrs. Robert
7:27 News
2:00 Gen. Host).
330 Virginian
12:30 World Turns 2:00 world
12:30 World Turns
5:00 Clutch
7:30 Theater 29
Mayberry
most significant-creation of a Ballingall, Mt. Olivet; (back row) Mrs. Bonnie Gibbs, Smithland; Mrs. Mildred Seaters, Paducah:
4
430
Is
premise
.1;00
One
Lave
Life
..
2:30
.
3:00
Lave
Many
..-65z013
-tree cactus
e:35 Weather
5:25 Wea.-Spts
3:00 Password
1:30 Guiding Light 3:00 Somerset
1:30 Guiding Light 9:40
movement, or force, that has William Johnson, Lexington; Mrs. Harold Fones, Murray; Tommy Davis, Stanford, president of the
6:25 Weather
News
3:30
News
Love
Secret
Am
.
Storm
2:00
5:30
3:30 Pop-eye
2:00 Sec. Storm
6:30 Film
9:53 Harvey
affected the way business and Kentucky 4-H organization; Dr. Duane Miksch, Princeton; Mrs. J.B. Shrout, Georgetown; Mrs.
News
4:00 Jeannie
2:30 Secret Storm 4:00 Gilligan
2:30 Edge-Night
7:00 Nanny & Prof 6:0
1000 crest Feat.
Mettle C. Massie, Paducah; Mrs. Stella Wethington, Creston; and Glenn McNabb, Lexington, state
4:30 Green Acres
2:30 Edge of Night 4:30 Dan Boone
government
operate.
6:30 Movie
3:00 Lassie
7:30 Blackman
10:30 Movie
Pyle 5;30
300 Gomer
5:00 News
4:00 Virginian
11:00 Movie
News
0:00 NFL Ftbl.
On the other hand, critics say Extension program specialist for 4-H.
12:00 Sports
Gilligan
3:30
News
10:00
Movie
Scoreboard
6:30
5:45
11:00 News
6:00 News
Nader's most important legacy
400 Movie
10:30 Tonight
5:50 Weather
8:00 NFL
11:30 Judd
6:30 Gm. Acres
5:25 News
11:00 News
6:00 News
is an unjust and unhealthy 1
12:00 News
7:00 Laugh-In
6:30 Dead-Alive
11:30
Movie
6:30 Dr. Locke
MOO Movie
suspicion of business and?
7:00 Gunsmoke
7:00 Gunsmoke
10:00 News
is
8:00 Lucy
government--a feeling that they
10:30 Tonight
8:00 Lucy
8:30 Dons Day
111:30 Doris Day
conspire to bilk the public at NEW YORK (UPI) -You're tasting and listening to differ- has improved from a national*
.
900 3 Sons
9:00 My 3 Sons
..i
every turn.
average of 50 per cent
9:30 Arnie
told to walk along a straight ent types of music.
9:30 Arnie
10:00 News
Course study to 87 per cent.*
10:00 News
encounter
chair
line.
on
You
a
The
grew
Nader
up
in
unusual
Winsted,
tests
aims
to
10:30 Movie
10:30 Griffin
Conn., the youngest of four the line. Now what do you do? identify the student's learning For the first time this year'
_
alk around it, kick style and rppoach to problem the cognitive style approach to
children born to parents who
education has been adopted byAi.
immigrated from Lebanon. His it, lift it out of the way, crawl solving.
many elementary and secondai
father ran a restaurant, where under it, climb over it, sit on it,
The Intent
PEANUTS
The intent is not only to ry sthools in the Detroit)/
Nader learned to work long carry it with you or -stop
trying to walk the straight line. measure such standard items metropolitan area. It is being*.
hours.
HERE'S TWE
TONI6HT5 6AME 15 AGAINST
6ORDIE HOWE ISN'T PLALIIN6
RAT5! I WAS 600467)
The straight-line-with-chair as reading and mathematical put into action in other school*,
He graduated summa cum
WORLD FANCU5
DETROIT . WHERE'S EORDIE ROWE ?
6ORDIE HOWE HAS RETIRED ?!?
6IVE HIM AN ELBOW.
1
HOCKEY PLAYER
laude from Princeton but got test, believe it or not, is part of ability, but also to evaluate systems nationwide.
SKATING OUT ONTO
only average marks from an unusual pre-admission test- decision-making and such abTHE ICE
PI
Harvard Law Schools, where he ing procedure at Oakland stract ideas as "the sixth
devoted much time to outside Community College in Detroit. sense"
( proprioceptivity ),
111111-,
The test also includes cheese staged behavior (historionics ),
activities.
Nevertheless, the Harvard
physical coordination (kinestheLaw Record, which Nader once
tics) and knowledge of oneself
I synnoetics).
edited, editorialized several
A
years ago that the most
Observations and test results NEW
YORK I UPI)-It woulct
BLONDIE
distinguished graduate in the
are processed on the school's be
premature, now the bone:
long and illustrous history of
computer, and correlated into a market rally
is over, to expect*
"cognitive style map" showing another
Harvard law may well be a
before Phase Two isk
the student's characteristics over,
$5,000-a-year private citizen
says Janeway. The bon4
and aptitudes. The map is used market
named Ralph Nader.
is now concluding
Congress Listens
NEW YORK, N.Y., -October by the student and his teachers Phase Two. Guidelines "art:
Allies and enemies alike 24, 1971, the day that Detroit to choose from a variety of made of rubber"
in view at
credit Nader as being a major Lions' wide receiver Chuck study methods in courses
coal, rail and sanitationmen;
force in congressional passage Hughes collapsed on the playing ranging from social science to
contracts. Bond market follow-7
of these six laws:
field, was a bad day in the annals chemistry.
ers are going to demand higher
-The National Traffic and of football.
All of this is by way of
rates of interest than before the
Motor Vehicle Safety Act of Indeed,
observe
the making the learning process administration began to
"fight';
1966, which led to mandatory statisticians of a major life in- more individual. Once the map
seat belts, dashboard padding, surance company, October, is made the student may check inflation.
collapsible
wheels, historically, seems to be an in at a "prescription center"
steering
Bargain hunting is in order.
safety recalls and-eventually- inauspicious month for football instead of taking the courses
inflatable air bags to protect players. One doesn't yet know planned for every student. At says Abraham & Co. Stock
THE PHANTOM
prices have been forced dowrf.
motorists in collisions.
where October, 1971 will even- the prescription center the
-The Wholesome Meat Act tually place in the scheme of student may tailor his educa- to a level where many equity'
'7HE PNANTOM'S GREAT
of 1967, which extended federal things, but during the past 39 tional program to the style securities are underpriced rela-'
STALLION, IffRO, 440 ve
live to current and prospective
ow rya ww#65 oF THE
inspection or its equivalent to years (1931-1970, excluding 1942i, most appropriate for him.
earnings.
WINO.' - OtO AIN&E
meat
plants
selling
their the greatest number of football
30 Per Cent Involved
SAY/MG.
products within one state. fatalities has occurred during
Some 30 per cent of the
Poor mutual fund statistics.
Previously, federal law covered October, according to data in the faculty at the 15,000 student
only plants selling across state 39hh Annual Survey of Football school is involved in this new could be a blessing in disguise
because they would provide
lines.
approach toward better underFatalities.
-The Natural Gas Pipeline Of the two classifications of standing an individual's cogni- another test of the market's
response to Poor news. If Poor
Safety Act of 1968, designed to football fatalities-direct, which tive and responsive styles.
underground
keep
pipelines result from actual game par- The cognitive style approach statistics fail to have mucb
impact it
would
be
an
from exploding or igniting.
ticipation (i.e. head or neck used at the school applies to
-The Radiation Control Act injuries); and indirect, which are many areas beyond education, encouraging sign, E F. Hutton
of 1968, under which the caused by systematic failure according to Dr. Joseph Hill, says.
government is charged with resulting from exertion or by a president of the school. He
The market is much nearer a
preventing hazardous radiation complication
which
was believes that such a program low
BEATLE BAILEY
than it is a high, says
from
exposure
television sets, secondary to a non-fatal injury may lead to better rehabilitaFraser's Contrary Investor.
microwave
other
and
ovens
tion
methods
for
drug
stroke,
(i.e.
users
heat
and
failure,
heart
WELL, WE'RE
Purchase of quality issues with
electronic devices.
etc.)-the number of direct youth-offenders.
OFF TO OUR
good
profit prospects should
and
-The Coal Mine Health
fatalities incurred since 1939 is "Cognitive style" education
MEETING
Safety Act of 1969, which sets more than double the number of has been a success at Oakland work out reasonably well in the
OF 'NE FAT
federal standards designed to indirect, 744 vs. 353.
WATCPERS'
Community College, if ordinary- months and years to come and
prevent underground tragedies. Pro football injuries and tests mean anything. Student perhaps even extraordinarily
CLUE,
-The comprehensive Occupa- fatalities may make the biggest performance, such tests show, well, the firm says.
tional Safety and Health Act of headlines, but it is on the high
1970, which is aimed at school football field that the
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
preventing factory accidents.
greatest number of fatalities
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By WILLIAM B. MEAL)
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Ralph ,Nader's consumer crusade may have made him
Amerion's most publicized private but questions. still persist
about his operations.
'They include:
-Would anyone work 18
hours a day, 7 days a week, 52
weeks a year, toward totally
unselfish aims?

-Has Nader really accom- -Is Nader spreading himself
plished anything or has he too thin?
Nader Legends True
merely destroyed the reputations
The following attempt to
of thee he opposes?
-Does the news media meet these questions is based
unfairly open its pages and on extensive research into
broadcasts to Nader without Nader's activities and interextending the same privilege to views with both friends and
critics. Predictably, his allies
his targets!
-Where does he get the answer all the questions posimoney and what does he do tively, his enemies negatively.
The legends about Nader's
with it'

habits are true. He lives in a
plain though not shabby rooming house. He does not own a
car and spent only 15,200 on
himself last year. He says he
plans to continue the same life
style until he dies. He is 37.
Nader pursues his goals
relentlessly, never doubting the
righteousness of his cause. He
is convinced that corporate
wrongdoers should be jailed.
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six rooms and ,WHAT DO you want for
ALASKIAN
FARMS FARMS farms We SMALL FARM: good Location; HOUSE IN Hazel,
DON'T merely brighten carpets. OUTSTANDING
back porch Christmas? You can have it. Just
porch,
screened
bath,
.. Blue Lustre them. .no rapid Malamute puppy, $150.00. Other.have some of the best farm business or future investment. made into large utility room. Set become an Avon Representative.
291 acre farm One mile East Murray, apt
resoiling. Rent shampooer $1. beautiful full blooded champion listings ever:
for washer and dryer. Large Earnings pile up quickly because
N20C bloodlines puppies cheaper. Hold with 5 room brick home, Good proximately 10 acres pasture. up
Begley's Drug Store
Also three room apart- everyone appreciates the ease
garden.
tobacco barn, two stock barns, Hog wire fencing, stables, water
till Christmas. Phone 753city water and and convenience of shopping the
On
N20C Storage house, Lots of good stock Cozy older 7 room house, modern. ment.
SHOW CASE, a real antique. 1348.
interested, phone Avon way. C,all now after 7 p.m.
If
sewerage.
436call
extra
of
water,
acres
appointment
Over
200
For
About seven feet long, glass a
N23C collect 365-9424 or write Mrs.
492-8347.
TFC
around the front, sides and top. W CARPETS look dull and drear, good crop land, Fences and cross 2173.
Janet Kunick, Manager, Rt. 2
Closed in back with sliding remove spots as they appear with fences, This farm is ideal for Row ,
N20C
136A, Princeton, Ky.
Box
duplex
electric
several
bedroom
or
cropping
new
Has
Rent
Cattle,
NEW TWO
AUTOS FOR SALE
wooden doors. Best offer. See a Blue Lustre.
Dollars worth of apartment, central heat and air,
Ledger and Times. Also have shampooer $1. Western Auto, thousand
CLEANING LADY, one day a
Timber. If interested in a farm to wall to wall carpeting. Low down 1962 BUICK SPECIAL confour modern display island Home of "The Wishing
have transportation.
N20C farm on, you should be interested payment with assumable loan. vertible, new tires and Iran- week. Must
made of metal in green abd whi Well".
753-6344 after 5:00p.m.
Phone
Phone
$400.00.
parts.
mission
DIC
In this one.
Phone 753-2381 or 753-1585.
with adjustable shelves. N3ON•
N20C N22C
753-6251.
A 207 acre farm with Grade A
good
houses,
two
has
Dairy
HARDY
AZALEAS
WANTED: SECRETARY
STATISTICS SHOW your best
LAKE NEW Maytag porta washer
road on investment is Real Estate and 1968 EL CAMINO TRUCK, ex- bookkeeper. Must be able to keep
paved
Barns,
has
Fences,
and porta dryer, (avocado),
1.50
two sides, lots of stock water and one of the best investments we cellent condition, loaded with books, take shorthand, type,
$185.00, for both. Save over
Shirley
in °nee,the- best farming know about is this 425 acre farm extras. See Brandon Dill, 753-2930 salary $325.00 per month. Make
located
N20C
112510.Phone 753-2700.
N20C
Garden Center
after 5:00p.m.
areas in County.
application by writing to P.O.
West of Almo.'The value can't go
50$ N. 4th
GERT's a gay girl-ready for a
A truly dream farm is this 63 anywhere but up.
S
been Box 32-X, Murray, KenChevrolet,
AIR
BEL
1955
whirl after cleaning carpets with
acre of 1st class land on paved
N22C
Magnificent two-story Vicgood. Henry tucky.
Blue Lustre. Rent electric AKC REGIS 1 hRED apricot Toy road has a 3 bedroom brick house torian style home. A once in a overhauled. Runs
Coldwater Road, 753- BURGER QUEEN accepting
shampooer $1 Murray Home & Poodle puppies. Male and with central heat and air con- lifetime chance to own- a place Boyd, 809
N2OP
_ NXIC female, six weeks old. Phone 753- ditioning,largefamily room with with distinction. Graceful 1774.
employment applications. Apply
Auto Store.
3056
N20C fireplace, Carpeted, entrance
12th and
stairway, 7 bedrooms, Us batir, '69 ROAD RUNNER, extra at the Burger Queen,
Chestnut between 12:00 and 2:00
hall and carport Has large new elegantly carpeted, modern
30" USED HOTPOINT range,
sharp. For information call 753N27C
excellent condition. Phone 753- 12'x60' CAPRICE mobile home, fireproof tobacco barn, Stock kitchen, 3 fireplaces. You must 8353 from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. or see p.m.
2
/
11
three
Exbaths.
bedroom,
has
place
N20C
this
fenced,
barn,
6918 after 5:00 p.m.
see this home to appreciate the Donnie Underhill.
N2OP
cellent condition. Phone 753WANT TO BUY
everything, let us show you and true charm of yesterday with
N22P you can see what we mean.
NEW TECUMSEH 3 H.P. mini 8232.
today's conveniences.
Allpack WANSg.TO BUY; logs and
1971 Dik.'TSUN
135 acres on paved road with
bike.If interested phone 753Near Kenlake we have 26 acres coupe, AM-FM radio, shatrcar.
TWO NEW G 70-15 tires on
timber. Also have for
and
N20C
nice house with central heat
5870.
on the highway for just $12,800. Priced to sell. Phone 435Pontiac rims. Will sell cheap.
sale lumber aed sawdust.
range, Beautifully arranged, imFireplace,
Carpet
air,
N2OP Murray Saw Minnd Lumber Co.
ITC
Phone 753-4140.
4842.
Stock barn, good land, fenced,. maculate, 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
CLEAN RUGS, like new, so easy
TFC,,
Phone 753-4147.
are
you
to do with Blue Lustre. Rent swrvEL ROCKERS, recliners, This could be the farm
fully carpeted home. Central heat 1968 DATSUN TRUCK with
for.
looking
kitchen
large
electric shampooer $1. Big
den,
& air, patio,
camper top,new tires. Phone 436loveseats and queen-size hide-aWANTED TO KENT
Just listed a 15 acre place with with built-ins. You could be very 2489.
K.
N2OP
N2°C bed. Sowell's Store, Aurora,
fenced
and small barn,
comfortable in this "Lovely". An
STUDENT WISHES to rent
N23C old house
* Kentucky,354-8176.
good gravel road, on two sides excellent buy at $24,750.
1969 CORVETTE COUPE, garage for one month during
and priced at $3900.
Carpeted, 2 bedroom home. orange,
power steering and Christmas vacation. Phone 753CREOSOTED POLES for pole Or If
You Are Think- Nice trees in yard, close to Carter
N2OP
brakes, electric windows, tilt 6139,ask for Steve.
barn construction, utility poles ing big
you might be in- School. Available for immediate
and telescopic steering wheel,
and boat docks. Murray Lumber
terested in this 1000 acres of land possession. Make us an offer on AM-FM radio,stereo tape player,
FOR LEASE
Co., Maple .Street, Murray,
$125.00 per acre. has over 2 this one.
for
23-1 16 X 35"
ITC
burglar alarm, rally wheels, side 20'x60' BUILDING. 307 North 4th
Kentucky.
miles of road frontage, some 3/
2 acres on Hazel Highway, pipes, 427 motor, automatic
1
off,
.009 Thick
good land ; lots of timber some about 4 miles from town. $3750. transmission, new L-60 tires on Street. Central heat and air,
NEW ANI) used tractor tires.
753-5881,
Phone
parking.
street
paved road.
Nice 3 bedroom brick on rear. One owner, 33,000 actual
These plates are perfec Tractor flats repaired. Speedy We have a mini farm with just Calloway.
Jean Lampkins,for inSome carpeting, miles. Phone Hazel, Kentucky,
service. Vinson Tractor Co..
N24C
formation.
3
a
with
land
of
acre
1
over
with
go
electric heat, drapes
for siding or roofing
N24C
ITC
492,8722.
Phone 753-4892.
bedroom house with 2 baths, Wall house, garage, lovely yard.
barns, for placing around GOOD USED cultipackers. Call to wall carpet, Electric heat, Air $21,500 will get you the deed and 1963 RAMBLER, 660 Classic.
Carport, Utility, immediate possession.
Factory air, good tires, two extra
,
CALA"
bottom of mobile homes Vinson Tractor Co., 753-4892. lit 'conditioning,
and storage room, Has brick and
Most attractive home on wheels and tires with studs.
to keep out the wind
life time insulated aluminum Johnson with 3 bedrooms, 2 $150.00. Phone 489-2285.
N22C
FOR RENT
1444.41LitOL, eikid,14.,
siding,located 2 miles from city baths, den, dining room, study, 2
* 4104
and snow, and for many
121 east.
* Gfle&
car garage, kitchen with all built- 1964 OLDS 88, two door hardtop.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS; Iimits,on
other uses such as
have some nice homes ins, large entry hall, central heat White with red interior, power
also
*
We
bathroom
Living room, kitchen,
In Murray if you prefer the city & air. Owner wants to sell.
steering and brakes, factory air.
"building out'.
with shower and bath. 1 or 2 life:
*
We have 10 acres on Johnnie Phone 753-6058.
N22P
ApartZimmerman
bedrooms,
mice or rats.
We have an extra nice 3 Robertson Road. Excellent
PASADENA, Calif. UPI -A
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
brick with central Gas building sites. Tract has 700 feet 1965 MAROON CORVAIR, good leading planetary scientist says
N23C bedroom
753-6609
heat, Large den, extra nice of road frontage.
condition. Phone 753-9119 after the chance of life existing on
and dining area, 2 baths, Between Coldwater & Stella is 2:00 p.m.
kitchen
Call at
unfurnished
TWO BEDROOM
N22C Mars is at best a longshot and
he blames man's imagination
house in Hazel. Phone Fulton Wall to wall carpet. A real nice a real good 90 acre farm with 1
ready .to live in.
house
tobacco
the idea in the first place.
Large
for
N23C
house.
all
753-7333.
liveable
Young,
glass
VAN,
1965
FORD
MOBILE HOME Insurance. Low
We have a two bedroom brick barn, conservation lake. You around. Excellent condition. 6
ORDINANCE NUMBER 546,
"Mars somehow has extended
103 N. 4th St.
rates. Broad coverage Excellent
ORDINANCE
AN
BEING
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wao on N. 17th with wall to wall must see this one.
cylinder. Straight shift, low beyond the realm of science,
claim service. When you see me
Murray, Ky.
carpet, Electric heat, Utility and
DECLARING THE NEED,
home
brick
to
wall
with
carpet
heat
bedroom
3
central
Large
N22C and so grabbed emotions and
mileage.Phone 753-3143.
but
don't think of Insurance,
NECESSITY, DESIRABIUTY
and air $110.00 per month. Phone carport, an extra well kept house close to College. Big living room
thoughts that it has actually
when you think of Insurance see
kfID INTENTION OF THE CITY me. Harding Galloway, Galloway 3/
2 baths, 1966 OPEL SPORT Coupe. distorted scientific opinion
/
TFC and lot.
with fireplace, 11
2H.P. BRIGGS & Stratton lawn 753-7850.
1
4 bedroom frame house located garage, extra storage , patio. Beautiful car. Excellent con- about Mars," said Dr. Bruce C.
OP MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO Insurance and Real Estate vacuum cleaner, nearly new
10'x55, two 2 blocks from University Cam- Good buy at $24,000.
TRAILER,
HOUSE
CONCERTAIN
ANNEX
Murray, professor of planetary
dition. $675.00. Phone 753D2C motor. For demonstration apAgency. Phone 753-5842.
bedrooms, electric heat, three pus, has 2 baths, Electric heat, Donald R. Tucker, Realtor
California
at
the
TIpUOUs TERRITORY TO THE
8124.
N22C science
pointment phone 753-2796. N20C
miles from Murray. Phone 753- Wall to wall carpet, Glassed sun Member of Multiple Listing.
CITY OF MURRAY, KEN
Institute of Technology and a
N22C porch, Kitchen with lots of Phone 7534342.
If YOU
7856 or 753-2583.
1967 CHEVY CAPRICE, &UM& member of the Mariner 9
TIVCKY; AND ACCURATELY
ZENITH STEREO and stand,
cabinets, garage,
DEFINING THE BOUNDARIES
Associates; Edna Knight, home power, automatic, air, vinyl top, science team.
$45.00. Black and white television NEW
FURNISHED apartNeat 2 bedroom frame located phone 753-4910, Pat Mobley, home one owner. Phone 753-7745. N23C
OF THE TERRITORY WHICH
"The reason this happened is
in oak cabinet, $45.00. New MI ment, built-in kitchen, dining
Call...
Street this house is now phone 753-8959.
Sharpe
on
man as a human species
CITY OF MURRAY, KENN22C
that
Carbine rifle, $60.00. Garage area, living room, one bedroom,
renting for $80. month .$8500.
1955 CROWN VICTORIA Ford. has been guilty of wishful
TUCKY, PROPOSES TO ANdoor,$10.00. Phone 753-7832. N20C three closets, bath and hall.
FOR RENT We have a large 2
NEX.
OF land on Highway Good condition. Original interior. thinking collectively that Mars
Carpeted throughout. Nicely bedroom house at 1101 Main 52 ACRES
Between 6:00 p.m.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
Large nice Must see to appreciate. Phone would be like earth. He had a
Coldwater.
in
horses,
121
saddle
FIVE GAITED
furnished. Adjoins college All Street, furnace heat, newly
N27C very deep-seated desire to find
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE
building sites. This 492-8688.
for
frontage
quarter
gelding,
racking
stallion,
TFC
753-8648.
decorated, Stove and Ref., Water land can be bought at a
some other place that may
crry OF MURRAY, KEN- and 7:00 p.m. In The horse pony filly, registered private. Phone
and sewer furnished. $125. reasonable price. See or call
be habitable."
somehow
Tt3CKY, AS FOLLOWS:
Evening
SERVICES
OFFERED
and
at
healthy
all
house
mare,
quarter
TWO BEDROOM
Murray said investigations by
If you know your route
Herman Roach, Route 1, Hazel,
N20C Panorama Shores, completely Month.
gentle. Phone 753-1348.
Furnished 2 bedroom apt Kentucky,492-8460.
SECTION I: That it is needful,
N20C CARROLL'S PLUMBING & three earlier Mariner spaceboy's number, please call
furnished with new automatic
Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone craft that flew past Mars in
electric heat $85.00
necessary and desirable that the
him first. If you get no
heat
Central
1955 FORD PANEL truck, 1967 washer and dryer.
N30P 1965 and 1969 showed that the
2 bedroom brick at
nice
Extra
489-2295.
following described lands lying
results then call John
Phone 753-2731
LAKE VIEW cabin on Center
Olds Cutlass coupe, 1970-350 $100.00 per month.
700 S. 9th St., $135 Month.
planet is very hostile to earthly
adjacent and contiguous to the
Pasco , Jr. at the above
N20(
nights.
435-5285
or
N22P
Honda.Phone 753-1950.
3 bedroom brick will be vacant Ridge. Modern, two bedroom. BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, forms of life. It is cold and dry,
present boundary limits of the
number during the hours
Phone Mayfield,502-247Month
also bank gravel, fill dirt and has an atmosphere of carbon
City of Murray, Kentucky, be
listed
ONE BEDROOM efficiency Jan. 1st $145.00
5737.
N2OP topsoil Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
THREE 12 Gauge model 97 apartment, air conditioned
dioxide with almost no water
annexed to said City of Murray,
D7C vapor and there is no evidence
DRIVE-Three 3544161 after 6:00 p.m.
Ksatucky, and become a part ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- Winchester pump guns, all Phone 753-8555 or 753-8738. N20C For all your Real Estate needs MAGNOLIA
you will find that Roberts Realty bedroom, large living room,
Mars ever had oceans.
thereof. to-wit:
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M original in perfect condition. One
two will be able to supply them.
paneled family room, two baths,
"1 really don't think there is
Beginning 4t a point on the Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- Misuser 7 mm and one 7.65. Other TWO BEDROOM home,
enpnett
any life on Mars," Murray said
TFC used guns. Reduced prices. miles southeast of Murray on Roberts Business and industrial carpeted, dishwasher, built in
southwest corner of North 18th mington, Kentucky.
CnItIROPRACTOP
Bilbrey's, 210 East Main. N22C Highway 121. Furnished or un- park located on South 4th at range, central heat and air
at a Caltech panel discussion.
Street and College Farm Road;
$OS SYCAMORE ST
on septic tank
furnished. Couples only $85 00 Sycamore is nearing completion conditioning, patio, large lot.
MURRAY. KY 42011
"There never has been any
thence west to a point on the FREE ESTIMATE
TFC
753-7850
Phone
per month. See Dan Shipley or if in need of business or com- Now being offered at an atPI401411 753•9909
evidence of it. It has just been
northeast corner of Carl Poyner Installation.
7,13 9960
N20C mercial, you should check now tractive price. Available for
1966 MOBILE HOME,12'x60', air call 753-2878.
a very attractive idea. You
Property; thence south tea point
conditioned, with or without
and get the pick
cannot disprove that any more
immediate occupancy.
al the southwest corner of
New
What's
additions,
home
See
furnished
your
partly
washer and dryer. Completely SMALL HOUSE,
We have just listed 31 lots and 12 Kirksey-Large ranch style FOR ALL
than you can disprove there is
Meadow Wood Subdivision:
etc.
remodeling,
furnished. Excellent condition. at Lakeway Shores. Phone 436- acres of undeveloped land in home on 11
2 acres of land just alterations,
/
life on the moon."
thence east to a point on North
at The
Available immediately. Phone 2103 for more information. N22C Blood River sub. for $15,000 for north of Kirksey. Three Free Estimates. Phone 753Dr. Carl Sagan, Cornell
18th Street; thence north with
TFC
N22C
435-4892.
complete package.
University astronomer who also
bedrooms, living room, den, 6123.
North 18th Street to the point of
TRAILERS, ONE 2 bedroom, Roberts Realty, 505 Main St., large dining area, paneled room
is a Mariner 9 scientist, said he
beginning.
in Aurora, Ky.
$25.00 per month.One 1 bedroom, Phone 753-1651.
N20C with beauty shop equipment, BACKHOE OR dozer services. agreed with Murray that man's
SECTION II: That it is the
10'x50' COLONIAL MOBILE $35.00 per month. Phone 489tntention of City of Murray,
carport. Also a new shop type Expert work. Reasonable. Phone desires may have influenced his
N22C
TFC conclusions. But Sagan said,
home, 1964, fully furnished with 2595.
of
City
to
building with an apartment on 753-9807.
kentucky, to annex
washer and dryer. Clean, exopan
is
This
that
floor.
mean
second
"That doesn't
the
Murray, Kentucky, so as to
For Everyone!
THREE BEDROOM brick house.
cellent condition. Phone 474portunity to combine a home with WILL DO Interior Painting. because a possibility is interestbecome a part thereof, the
Street.
Walnut
at
1002
Located
D3C
N22C ing it isn't true."
territory described in SECTION I
a beauty shop business. Call us Phone 753-3484.
STOCKING STUFFERS 2320.
TEN ROOM HOUSE
Available now. Call Hayden
combination
this
on
price
hereof.
a
for
"Just as there clearly have
if no answer
TWO BATHS
WILL BABY-SIT in my home. been excesses in the direction
CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS 12x50 FULLY CARPETED, Rickman at 753-5450,
FIRST
business and home property.
ON
:ADOPTED
a.m.
8:00
between
call
753-3242
$3250.00. Lots of real nice quality
Phone 753of conclusions that there is life
READING ON THE 28 DAY OF
Kirksey-Real nice large brick Experienced.
1TC
CANDLES & RINGS
mobile homes on lot. Special 1972 and 8:00p.m.
N20C on Mars, I think there also
LOT
OCTOBER, 1971.
three bedrooms, 1442.
home,
veneer
three bedroom double wide, only
have been excesses in the other
..;,ADOPTED ON SECOND
Open 9 to 5 Weekdays I $6995. Financing available on lot. FURNISHED UPSTAIRS 4 miles out on 94 We` built in range, dishwasher,
LOST & FOUND
OF
DAY
direction," Sagan said. "There
throughout, electric
READING ON THE 11
carpeted
Vine.
and
8th
corner
apartment,
°Open at Noon on SundaA We trade for anything of value.
.
• NOVEMBER.
heat,TV antenna, 5 acres. Priced LOST: ONE Setter and one Is, as far as I can tell, no more
110,000 00
South Couple only. $45.00 per month.
"--Wh Bill's Mobile Homes, 3900
Pointer. Lost east of Almo. If reason to conclude that Mars is
to sell.
N23C
753-9293,
Phone
Paducah,
COUNCIL,
Beltine Highway,
• COMMON
N23C lifeless than it is to conclude
1518
753
Phone
FLORIDA, Wedyou these fine found phone 492-8506.show
us
Let
TO
FLYING
Kentucky. Phone 443-6150. D3C
CITY OF MURRAY,
that it is inhabited."
proerty.
November 24, coming
of
pieces
carnesday,
duplex,
TWO BEDROOM
KENTUCKY
FOUND: DACHSHUND puppy.
Murray said the fact that
We are a member of the
back Sunday, 28th or 29th Round
peted, electric heat and air ALMOST NEW two bedroom
for
pay
Owner must identify and
Phone
Prepaid.
Service.
has long been thought the
Mars
Listing
Multiple
$75.00.
month
trip
per
$90.00
PIANOS
WURLITZER
conditioning.
N22C
house with carport. All paneled,
By Holmes Ellis, Mayor
this ad. Phone 753-1514.
Estate,
habitat for extraterrestial
Real
likely
753-5721
Miller,
L.
Claude
Krol,
TFC
Dennis
Phone 7534421.
City of Murray, Ky.
& ORGANS
hardwood floors, located five
N 2C
life is responsible for the U.S.
753-5084, 418 Main Street, 753evenings.
•
in Stella.
LOST: BLACK Dachshund with space agency's focus on the
Sales 8. Service
TRAILER WITH concrete patio, minutes irom Murray
John C. Neubauer,
Will finance to right party Phone 3059.
ATTEST:
E7ELL BEAUTY School will be
new collar. Arthur Rolett, 753- Red Planet today.
N23C
2
1
/
2
753-7531.
Phone
miles
of
Broker,
Murray.
west
Associate
&
N23C
Stanford Andrus, Clerk
492-2595.
N2OP
open Wednesday, Novernbet 24, LEACH'S MUSIC
5053, 112 Spruce Street.
N22P
753-1353
after
4:00p.m.
N24C 1971.
N20C
City of Murray,Ky.

4tA,1 J

.*
a national*
per cent in*
per cent.*
e this year
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Jail Gets High Rating . . .

Barry Rips Senate
Nets For
51 Points

(Coutinuen from Page 11
I Continued from Page 11
"They also keep here prisoners Jackson Purchase area. The
be here to block the Republican
from the city of Murray as well as overnight population consists of
amendments.
county prisoners. This includes drunks and violators of small
Sen. Henry M. Jackson of
juveniles and women from the offenses who cannot make bail.
Washington, who earlier in the
city. The jailer and his wife are The jail is maintained by the
day had announced his candidavery efficient and are interested Murray
City Police. They By United Press International cy for the Democratic nominaand are able to do a good job as appear to be doing a good job in Rick Barry, a scoring cham- tion, scrubbed long-laid
plans to
they are backed soundly by the keeping the jail clean."
pion on trade major levels, still fly to Florida, which has a
county judge and the fiscal The Crime Council points out rates among the best there is primary he feels he must
do
court.. Although the wife acts as that the "Calloway County Jail) at putting a ball through a well in to stay in ths race.
matron of this jail for her constructed just three years ago, basket.
At issue in Monday's vote is a
husband, she is not paid for this is the newest of all the county Barry, who was the National plan to provide $20.4 million
to
service.
jails in the Purchase Area. The Collegiate Scoring Champion at each manor party for the
"Mr. Jones, the jailer here, is jail is a one-story brick building Miami and then led both the presidential campaign, if
the
on his second term as jailer of only two blocks from the court National and American Basket- candidate agrees to accept
no
Calloway County. He is very house. The appearnce of the jail ball Associations in different. private campaign
contributions
interested in his work and is is
the years, came through with 51 and wage his campaign solely
and
good
very
doing a good job with the housekeeping appears to be good, points Friday night to lift the with that sum.
prisoners, with the food program also. The jail has a female New York Nets to a 129-127
Taxpayers would be given a
and whatever means he has to section with one four-bed cell; a victory over the
Carolina chance to check a box on their
help morale to keep the prisoners juvenile cell which has four beds; Cougars.
tax returns earmarking $1 of
in line and make them better to and an adult section which has Carolina led 99-90 at the end their taxes to a fund
which
has
He
a
also
handle in jail.
four cells with two beds eacb and of the third quarter and by as would be split among the
phone jack within the security a dormitory type area with many as 12 points, 106-96, in the candidates.
part of the jail which is real good. twelve beds. All the facilities are final session before Barry's
Democrats are confident that
Mr. Jones is very satisfied with in satisfactory shape with no three-point play started the enough taxpayers
would exerhis job as jailer here in Calloway apparent need."
'Nets on their winning rally.
cise 'that right to provide $47
County and is to be commended
The Purchase Area Crime A tip-in by 011ie Taylor put million, the $20.4 million for the
for doing an excellent job with the Council report for 1971 is critical New York ahead at 113-112 and
major parties and $6.3 million
_
jail
of the crime reporting system of Barry added two consecutive for Georgs Wallace if he rims.
"The judge, and as I have said, both Calloway County and the field goals as the Nets raced
Fourth party candidates
the jailer and his wife, are to be City of Murray, listing Calloway away to a five-point lead. Jim
commended for their interest and County crime reporting as poor McDaniels led Carolina with 32 would be proportionately reimoperation of this jail and the and the city as only fair. All points and Larry Miller had 24. bursed for their expenses if
welfare of the community which cities and counties in the Pur- The victory evened New they draw at least 5 per cent of
it serves.
chase area are rated trip very York's recora at 9-9 and left the total vote.
Candidates would risk crimin"I would like to rec-ornmend poor co all in their crime the third-place Nets 3/
1
2 games
that a security fence be built reporting procedures with only behind the Kentucky Colonels in al sanctions —a $5,000 fine and
around this jail as it sits on an the city of Paducah getting an the East Division of the ABA. a year in }ail —if they spent
above the limit.
open lot where the public can excellent rating. All the ratings Kentucky kept pace
by
The Democratic strategy, if
come right up to it. I feel that are comparisons between the beaUng the Floridians,
114-102,
this would be a help for the cities and counties in the Pur- and in other ABA games the they can hold their votes, is.to
security of the building itself and chase area.
Pittsburgh Condors edged the attach the plan to a bill they
for the prisoners confined therein The Crime Control Plan for Indiana Pacers, 124-123, and the consider "veto-proof" —Presand to make it more efficient for fR71 as set forth in the report just Denver Rockets tripped
the ident Nixon's measure which the
the jailer to operate."
Senate has altered to provide
issued says the following con- I Virginia Squires, 115-113.
John R. Adams
ceming Calloway County:
Dan Issel and Cincy Powell $27 billion in tax cuts for
Jail Consultant
"The advance growth of combined for 58 points to pace businesses and individuals over
Other information released by Murray, Kentucky, the county the Colonels,
who shot a the next three years to
the Purchase Area Crime Council seat of Calloway County, has sizzling 59
stimulate an economic recoveper cent from the s
shows that the Calloway County placed Murray with more field in
the first quarter when ).
jail has a capacity of 28 with a population than the County. The they built
The tax bill has already
a 16-point advantage.
total number of seven cells. County Sheriff provides the Issel had
31 points and Powell passed the House. So if the
There are five adult male cells, protection for the County with 27 while
the Floridians were led Pastore plan is accepted by ths
one cell for adult females, and cooperation of the State Police. y Larry
Senate, the bill will go to a
Jones' 20 points.
one for juveniles. The jail has an Calloway County is a progressive
George Thompson sank an House-Senate Conference Cornaverage daily population of county. Although the county is
ight-foot jump shot with one mittee•
seven.
That committee must decide
progressive, it has not taken second remaining to provide
The Murray City Jail has a many steps in the area of crime
Pittsburgh with its victory over on the fate of the Pastore plan.
capacity of fifteen in the three prevention. As it appears,
John Brisker led the Democrats will have a majoricells, which are all for adult Calloway County has not had an Condors
with 36 points and Mel ty. The House delegation will be
males with none for adult over-all increase or decrease in Daniels and
Rick Mount had 25 led by Rep. Wilbur D. Mills, Dfemales and none for juveniles. the last few years in its crirne
each for the Pacers, who Ark., a longtime believe in
The average daily population for rate. By using the arrest reports
dropped two games behind idle public financing of presidential
the city jail if five
campaigns and
himself a
as a barometer, the conclusion is Utah in the West Division.
Democratic hopeful for 1972.
The Crime Council said that the that crime in Calloway County is A 15-foot basket by rookie
Senate GOP Leader Hugh
Dave Robiach with 1:24 left in
Murray City Jail is one of the leveling off.
Scott made clear his distaste
"nicer detention halls in the "The County has a problem the game put Denver ahead for for
the Pastore plan, even
lirtth cold-checking and liquor law good and the Rockets held on to
violators.
The Sheriff's the lead when Bernie Williams though he helped engineet the
Department is undermanned and of Virginia missed two shots in decision to let it go to a vote.
If senators here vote themneeds better communications the final 12 seconds. Charlie
equipment. A better patrol of the Scott of Virginia led all scorers selves a $20 million slush fund,"
he declared, "they are going to
Kentucky lake area of the county with 31 points.
be accused by speakers from
.is needed.
one end of this country to
"Many of the county's breakanother of the greatest conflict
ins in 1970 were committed by the
of interest" —voting to fund
Three traffic collisions in the same individual or small groups
their own candidates' campaign
city of Murray were investigated of criminals. This may be the
by the Murray Police Depart- case in many counties where
Bro. Roy Beasley will be from the Treasury.
In a test vote Thursday, the
ment on
Friday. No injuries there is a concentration of break' speaking on the subject, "Cast
Democrats showed they then
were listed on the reports filed by
Your Bread Upon The Waters",
had the strength to pass the
the officers.
Local members of the Pur- at the 10:40 a.m. service on
Cars involved in the collision at chase Area Regional Crime Sunday, November 21, at the Pastore plan.
vote was 49-46, with 46
7:16 am. were a 1966 Dodge two Council are Chief of Police
Seventh and Poplar Church of The
Democrats voting against Redoor driven by Sylvia W. Hutson James M. Brown and County Christ
publican effort to scuttle it.
of Route One, Buchanan, Tenn., Attorney Sid Easley
Tommy Carraway will read
Three
Democrats
and 43
and a 1965 Pontiac two door
the scripture from Ecclesiastes
Republicans voted against
driven by Samuel H. Pillow of
11:1. Prayers will be led by Webb
them.
Paris, Tenn.
Caldwell and Randy Wright.
The Republicans were countPolice said the Hutson car
ing on Democratic absenteeism
going north on 16th Street,
The six p.m. sermon topic by
(Continued from Page 11
or switches Monday *n win. But
stopped for the stop sign at Main
Bro. Beasley will be '"What
Street, pulled out, and collided Public Instruction James Melton Happens After The Sermon?" Senate Democratic Leader
with the Pillow car going west on told the Education committee with the scripture from . Acts Mike Mansfield has pulled out
all the stop to make sure every
Main Street.
that the "department proposal of 13:42-52 to be read by Ed
Damage to the Dodge was on $129 million in additional money Greenfield. Prayers will be led by Democrat will be in the Senate.
the right door and quarter panel, realistically reflects the needs of Joe Thornton and Larry Wyatt. Republicans hinted Nixon
might veto the tax bill rather
and to the Pontiac on the right our school system."
Earl Nanny will make the
front fender, light, and bumper. The department has adopted a announcements and Josiah than accept the plan, which
Involved in the collision ar 1:05 proposal released earlier by a Darnall will direct the song Republicans have called "a raid
on the Treasury" and "a slush
p.m were a 1965 Ford two ton joint committee of the State service.
truck owned by Lucy Dugger and Association of School Ad- The clothing department of the fund."
driven by Noel Douglas Earl of ministrators, the State Congress church is in need of any bed
and a of Parents and Teachers, the linens that persons can donate,
Murray Route Three,
1968 Ford four door owned by Education Department, the according to the announcement
Opal Fulton and being used by State Education Association in "The Challenger", published
Henry Marvin Fulton, Jr., of and the State School Board's on November 18 by the church.
Murray.
Final rites for S.D. Stewart of
Association.
Police said the Ford truck was The Kentucky Education
Murray Route One will be held
going west on Maple Street when Association KEA has also made
today at one p.m. at the chapel of
the safety chain broke and the legislative proposals. The basic.
the Max Churchill Funeral Home
trailer hitch came open. The difference between the KEn
with Rev. James Beane oftrailer then jumped the curb and plans and the joint committee
ficiating.
collided with the Ford car parked and the education department
Pallbearers will be Toy
on the parking lot Damage was proposals is in the teacher pay
Outland, Elbert Outland, Robert
from
Continued
Page
11
reported to the trailer, and to the hike amounts.
Byrd, Carl Rioneineon, Fuger*
4
right side and top of the Ford car.
Paschall, and Finis Outland.
The third collision occurred at The KEA sought two 12 per cent T.C. Jamison, an All-Statec from Burial will be in the Outland
7:01 p.m. on the parking lot of pay hikes for a total of 24 per cent South Bend, Indiana. Starting at Cemetery with the arrangements
Roses in the Central Shopping while the other two sought a 6 per forward will be 6-5 Michael by the Max Churchill Funeral
Center between a Chevolet two cent and 12 per cent hike during Coleman, a 28 point per game Home.
door owned by Daniel Beavers:the two years for a total increase scorer from Gary, Indiana; the
Stewart, age 88, died Thursday
other forward will be 6-5 Ronnie at 6:50 a.m. at the
and driven by Cathy Ann Tandy lof 18 per cent
MurrayRedmon, a member of the Calloway County
of Princeton. and a 1968
Hospital. He is
The
new
Governor
has
said
he
Kentucky
team
All-Star
from
Chevrolet four door driven by
survived by one daughter. Mrs.
Robert Siress of Hardin Route will back only two 6 per cent pay Valley High School in Louisville, Pearl Kimbro of Murray Route
hikes for teachers, which would Kentucky
Seven, one son, Earl Knight of
One.
Police said Stress pulled out of apparently place Ford and the
Coach Kayo Willis, whose Hazel Park, Mich., six grandeducation
department
on
a
a parking space and failed to see
freshman team last season children, and three great
collision course over money.
grandchildren.
the Tandy car going west on the
posted a 21-0 record rates this
Police said the
parking lot.
Also in the department budget year's freshman squad on a par
TWO CTTEi)
Tandy car skidded six steps is $103 million
r•
for expansion of with last season's club.
the
with
collision
Two persons were cited by the
before the
vocational schools and exMurray Police Department
Siress car.
ceptional children teaching The Murray State Freshmanyesterday and last night. They
Damage to the Tandy car was areas.
Some $2 8 million also is Varsity game is open to the
were One for no operator's license
on the right front fender and earmarked for a statewide life
general public, and will begin at and reckless driving at 4:36 p.m.
bumper, and to the Stress car on insurance
plan for teachers to be 7.30 p.m at the Murray State
Friday and one for driving while
the left rear door and left rear paid for by the state
Sports Arena
intoxicated at 12:30 a.m. today.
fender

;Three Traffic
ollisions Are
Reported Here

Pay Bout...
(Continued from Page 1
exceed the a.5 per cent
guideline
by
"enormous
amts,"
said the committee
also would look into AFL-C10
President George Meany's
charge that the board is a
-stacked deck" against labor.
The Pay Board issued a
definition Friday of "severe
inequities" that would permit
an exception on its ban on
retroactive payment of wage
boosts denied during the,90-day
wage-price freeze that ended
members
Nov. 13. Labor
opposed this defintiion, contending it was a "piecemeal,
inadequate, divisive approach."
The board voted 9 to 5 with
Chairman Boldt abstaining to
permit a "severe inequity"
exemption to its retroactivity

Forty-Niners And Rams To
Clash In NFC West Sunday
By BILL MADDEN
UPI Sports Writer
Those gold coast rivals—the
San Francisco Forty-Niners and
Los Angeles Rains—are at it
again and quite possibly Sunday's victor will wind up with
all the gold in the National
Football Conference 's Western
Division.
The Forty-Niners, 6-3, hold a

slim lead over the Rams, 5-3-1, Detroit is at Chicago, Minnesoin the NFC West but in the first ta is at New Orleans, Philadelmeeting between the two clubs phia is at St. Louis and Dallas
this year at San Francisco, the is at Washington. Atlanta
Barns were surprised winners, entertains Green
on
Bay
20-13. Since then, -Tommy Monday night.
Prothro's rebuilding job at Los Over in the AFC. San Diego
Angeles has taken even greater is at Oakland, New England at
strides in drawing equal to the Cleveland, Houston at Cincinnaupstate San Franciscans.
ti, Denver at Kansas City,
In other NFC action Sunday, Miami at Baltimore and the
Green Bay is at Atlanta, New York Jets at Buffalo.
Pittsburgh plays host to the
New York Giants in an interconference game.
Prothro's Rams, who began
the season with a revamped
linebacking crew, a rookie
defensive tackle and a semithe season, galloped fi,,e yards revised receiving corps, were
for six points.
not expected to challenge San
Radford capped the scoring Francisco this season In the
for the 'Cats with an 11-yard West.
jaunt.
But rookie Isaiah Robertson
Harrodsburg's only touchdown has more than lived up to his
came on a 45-yard run by Bo pre-season notice at linebacker
'easte in the late going.
and Phil Olsen has filled in
alongside his brother
admirably
The loss ended Harrodsburg's
defensive tackle.
at
Merlin
season with a 12-1-1 record,
On offense, quarterback Rowhile Trigg County will take a
Gabriel has adjusted to
man
title
state
the
into
mark
12-1
Lance Rentzel's
receiver
new
game against Lynch. 10-1-1 alter
Friday night's 21-7 semifinal win pass patterns and third-year
man Bob Klein has proven a
over Mt. Sterling.
capable replacement for the
Jaggers, in his initial season
departed Billy Traux at tight
at the Trigg heed coaching post,
end.
said earlier in the week that
The Forty-Niners, however,
West Kentucky coaches had told
as solid as ever in
him they thought this year's remain
every department and
Wildcat club was the best Class nearly
A unit to represent the area in tight end Ted Kwa/ick atonic
with running Back Vic Washmany years.
Apparently, they were right. ington have been specially
effective. Kwalick, a third-year
FOOTBALL SCORES
man from Penn State getting
his first real chance this year,
By United Press International
has caught 34 passes and leads
Class AAA Championship
the conference in receiving.
Thomas Jefferson 6 Flaget 6 Washington has a 4.9 rushing
(Tie)
average and 521 yards.
The San Francisco strength
Class AA Semi-Finals
of course is in the lines. On
Bryan Station 18 Middlesboro 8 offense, quarterback John Brodie gets superb protection from
Madisonville 35 Elizabethtown 0 Randy Beisler, Len Rhode,
Blue
Forrest
and
Woods
Class A Semi-Finals
Peoples. Cedrick Hardman anLynch 21 Mount Sterling 7
ochrs the much-respected deTrigg County 32 Harrodsburg 6 fensive front four.

Trigg Co. Rolls Over
Harrodsburg In Semis
HARRODSBURG, Ky.—Tngg
County's Wildcats, unranked and
neglected all season long by the
pollsters, shocked previously unbeaten and top-ranked Harrodsburg 32-6 here Friday night and
moved into it Friday's Class
A championship game against
secoed-ranked Lynch.
Coach Joe Jaggers' fired-up
'Cats used a rock-hard defense
to hold the powerful Harrodsburg offense at bay, and got
scoring from four different
sources en route to the lopsided victory,

sels who were denied
ba—
nE
inmet:loye
a new or improved fringe
benefit during the freeze, such
of vacation
as an extra_
earned because of length of
geinter
loayinen
em—pvi
eases for persons
earning less than $2 an hour.
This was a minor gain for
organized labor. The Cost of
'-'rig Council had ruled earlier
that exemptions for low-income
workers would apply to those
earning less than the federal The game was still in doubt
minimum wage of $1.60 an at halftime, with Trigg in "front
hour.
6-0. That touchdown came
—Workers who are covered)
by a tandem or 'me too" through the air — a scoring
contract, under which smaller means the Trigg cotiktians had
bargaining units generally are shoved somewhat into the back
allowed to match increase won by of their bag of plays late in the
a larger labor union, and season with the emergence of
white collar workers are given a devastating running attack.
The play covered 67 yards and
wage gains comparable to those
was taken in by Norris Radford
of their union counterparts.
from quaterback Bruce Higbee.
Trigg increased its margin to
WEST KENTUCKY
12-0 after three periods when
BASKETBALL SCORES
Higbee again connected —
Carlisle 90 Calloway 81
time on a 33-yarder to Keith
Sedalia 76 Symsonia 71
Larkins.
Ballard 61 Hickman 53
Radford and the Grubbs
Fredonia 76 Dawson Spgs 68
brothers took over in the final
Fancy Farm 65 Cuba 62
period. Willie Grubbs went nine
Livingston 72 St. Mary 62
yards for a TD, then Shelby
Farmington 78 Cairo 76
Grubbs, who went into the game
Lowes 71 Wingo 49
with over 1,500 yards rushing for
S. Marshall 86 Benton 59
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The Datsun Pickup
means business.
Lo* overhead for bigger
profits. Our tough little
truck is big on things
that count, like—
• Up to 25 miles-pergallon economy.
• Half-ton capacity.
•Proven low maintenance.
• Driver comfort. Vinyl 6overed

bench seat, 3-speed heater/defroster,
dual speed wipers and washers.
Pick up long haul savings
- in a working machine
that gets the job done.

Drive a Dataun...
then decide.

BATSON
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

No waiting on the No.! selling import truck.

Lassiter McKinney Datsun
604 So. 12th Street

OPEN EVENINGS TIE 8 .00

Phone 753 7114
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